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 LABORATORY SAFETY RULES (PHYSICS)

 The following regulations will be enforced.  You will be asked to sign a statement indicating that
you have received the OSHA basic training and have received, read and understood the laboratory safety
rules.

1. No student will be permitted in the laboratory without an instructor .  No visitors are permitted.
2. All experiments must be approved by the instructor.
3. Eating and drinking are not permitted in the laboratory.
4. Soft contact lenses must not be worn in the laboratory.  Eye damage may occur.
5. Laboratory aprons are provided for specific experiments and must be worn during the laboratory.
6.Safety goggles must also be worn for specific experiments and students must purchase their
 own goggles!!!
6. All aisles in the laboratory must be kept open at all times.  Personal belongings should be kept
  below the table and out of the working area.
7. Know the locations and operational details of all laboratory emergency safety equipment and
  evacuation routes.
8. Report all unsafe conditions, unusual odors and personal injuries to the instructor or a staff
  member immediately.
9. Leave your lab table as you found it. Disassemble the apparatus and place the equipment
  neatly at the end of the table nearest the center aisle.   The bench should be free of debris.
10. Stay out of restricted areas.
11. Carefully follow all instructions from instructors and laboratory staff.
12. Persons not following these rules will be asked to leave the laboratory.
13. Material data sheets are located in the prep room and are available to anyone who wishes to read
 them.  A copy of the Alexandria Campus Hazard Communication Plan is on file in the science prep
 room and is available to any who would like to read it.
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 INTRODUCTION

 This laboratory manual is designed for Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Pre-med, and general
science students at N.V.C.C.  The experiments described here are specific to the equipment used on the
Alexandria Campus.  Although the laboratory experiments illustrate the fundamental principles discussed
in the physics lectures, they are intended to introduce the student to a sense of discovery and inquiry
while developing a working knowledge of the tools of modern science; particularly the computer which
will be used to collect data and to analyze the data.

There are  several software packages that make the collection and analysis of the data very easy.  The
student is not required to know a computer language in order to use the computer in the lab.

Students should read the descriptions of the experimental procedures  coming into the lab.before
Data should be collected and analyzed during the lab period and the questions related to the lab should
be answered independently by each student.  Laboratory reports are due the following week at the
beginning of the laboratory period unless otherwise specified by the instructor.
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SAMPLE LABORATORY REPORT        (Used Microsoft Word, inported diagram from WLW
web page, tables and graphs were done with Microsoft Excel and inported).

Expt.  Newtons Laws    Name: Dr. Walter L. Wimbush
      Date Expt. Performed:  2/16/04 Monday
      Class: Phys 201

Purpose:   Newtons second law states that (1) the acceleration of an object is directly proportional to
the Net Force acting on the object and (2) the acceleration of an object is inversely proportional to the
mass of the object.  To observe the dependence of the acceleration on the net force, it will be necessary
to maintain a constant mass for the object as the force is varied and measure the acceleration of the
object.  To observe the dependence of the acceleration on the mass of the object, the net force will have
to be kept constant as the mass of the object is varied.  Thus, the two things that could affect the
acceleration can be observed without one interfering with the other.  The acceleration will be measured
using the software "Science Workshop".  The photogate measures the time it takes the object to move 5
cm for approximately nine successive intervals.  The program then calculates the velocity and plots a
velocity vs. time graph.  Then the program does a least square fit to the data to determine the equation
for the graph.  The slope of the graph is the acceleration.  So the experimental value of the acceleration is
found from the slope of the velocity vs. time graph.  This acceleration is then compared to the value
obtained from Newtons Second Law: F = m a.

Diagram of apparatus:

Procedure:
 The air track was leveled using the adjusting screws until the glider remained approximately

stationary.  The photogate was positioned over the air track as indicated in the diagram above; then it
was plugged into digital input A of the black interface box.  The mass of the glider with its attachments
was weighed on an electronic balance and the mass recorded in table I.  The program "Scientific
Workshop" was set up as described in the manual.  The hook weight was set at an initial value of 4.0
grams,The remaining small weights are placed on the pegs of the glider, then the string was attached
between the glider and the hook weight.  The "rec" button was pressed and the glider was released
approximately one cm in front of the photogate. The value of the acceleration from the slope of the graph
(a2) was recorded in Table I.  The procedured was repeated with the mass of the Hook weight
incremented by transferring  4 gram from the glider to the hook each time until the hook has a total mass
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of 20 grams .  The data was recorded in a table in Microsoft Excel where the theoretical values for the
acceleration were calculated from a = F/m  (m is the total mass).

 In verifying that the acceleration was inversely proportional to the mass, the hook weight was set
at 20 grams.  The acceleration was measured using the computer interface and the acceleration taken
from the slope of the velocity vs. time graph.  The mass of the glider was then increased by 100 grams by
placing 50 grams on each side. The acceleration was measured.  The mass of the glider was again
increased by an additional 100 grams, and the acceleration measured.  The data was entered into Table II
and the theoretical values calculated  using MS Excel.

Data:
Table I: Acceleration proportional to net force, mass of glider constant     

Hook Mass Hook wt. Mass Glider % error
(kg) (N) (kg) (m/s2) (m/s2)
0.04 0.38 0.224 0.17 0.17 1.7
0.08 0.76 0.220 0.34 0.32 5.8
0.12 1.16 0.216 0.52 0.54 4.7
0.16 1.54 0.212 0.69 0.66 4.3
0.2 1.92 0.208 0.86 0.82 4.6

Theo. acc. Expt acc.

Table 1. As the applied force was increased the acceleration increased.  The linearity of the
proportionality can be seen in the graph of the acceleration vs. Force. (Graph 1)

Expt acc. (m/s2) vs. net force y = 3.9668x + 0.0143

R2 = 0.9972
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Graph 1. The graph of the acceleration vs. the applied force clearly indicates that the acceleration
varies directly with the applied force.  The data supports this conclusion, note the correlation coefficient
R  = 99.7% between the data and a linear graph.2
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Table II:  Acceleration proportional to the inverse of total mass     

Hook Mass Hook wt. Mass Glider % error
(kg) (N) (kg) (m/s2) (m/s2)
0.02 0.2 0.21 0.8 0.78 3.1
0.02 0.2 0.31 0.57 0.54 5.2
0.02 0.2 0.41 0.44 0.4 9.8

Theo. acc. Expt acc.

Table 2: The applied force is maintained at a constant value of 0.196 N while the mass of the glider is
increased in increments of 0.10 kg.  The acceleration is observed to decrease as the mass of the glider is
increased, indicating an inverse proportion. The graph of the  acceleration vs. 1/Mass supports this
assumption.

acceleration vs. inverse mass
y = 0.2051x - 0.0609

R2 = 0.9995
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Graph 2.  The graph of acceleration verse (1/Mass) shows that the acceleration is proportional to (1/
Mass).

Discussion of results:
 The analysis was made by graphing the data of Table I,  acceleration vs. Net Force (the net force

is the weight of the hook weight, mg).  The linearity of the graph should verify that the acceleration was
directly proportional to the net force.  The slope of the graph should be equal to 1/(total mass).

 Then a graph of acceleration vs. 1/(total mass) was made from the data in Table II where the net
force was constant.  The linearity of this graph indicates that the acceleration was directly proportional to
1/(total mass) or  that it was inversely proporional to the (total mass). The slope of the graph should be
equal to the net force.

Conclusion:
   The two premises of Newtons Second Law have been verified to within the limits of

experimental error.  The linearity of the graphs, indicated by the correlation coefficient "R", clearly
shows the proportionality of acceleration vs. net force in the first graph, and acceleration vs. inverse
mass in the second graph.  Since acceleration is proportional to F and also proportional to (1/Mass), it is
proportional to the product of the the F*(1/Mass).
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Hence, a = Force/Mass  or restated  Force = Mass * Acceleration.
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MEASUREMENT AND DENSITY

Theory:
 Every experiment performed within the laboratory will involve the measurement of some physical quantity.  Any
measurement made in the lab is subject to some source of error or uncertainty.  This is due to circumstances beyond the
control of the student.  There are two types of errors: systematic and random.

  are consistent.  For example when a steel ruler is heated, all the measurements made with theSystematic errors
ruler will be consistent but below the actual value. There is no standard rule for handling systematic errors other than to try
to identify the possible source and to take it into consideration.

Random errors occur from fluctuations in the equipment or in the reading of the scale.  For example when fifteen
students independently measure the mass of a  copper bead, the balance (electronic or equal-arm) will read values which will
fluctuate within 3% of the actual value .  To handle random fluctuations of data, the excepted procedure is to determine the
average value of the data average amount of fluctuation and also determine the  about the average value.
 As an example of Random errors, a class of 30 students use an electronic balance to determine the mass of an
aluminum cylinder.  Their data is recorded in the following table.

  Table 1
  50 Observations of Mass (grams)  using a Metler AE100

student mass student mass student mass student mass student mass
1 0.50033 2 0.50036 3 0.50034 4 0.50033 5 0.50034
6 0.50035 7 0.50033 8 0.50035 9 0.50032 10 0.50036
11 0.50031 12 0.50034 13 0.50033 14 0.50037 15 0.50033
16 0.50034 17 0.50032 18 0.50035 19 0.50032 20 0.50035
21 0.50035 22 0.50031 23 0.50036 24 0.50032 25 0.50034
26 0.50037 27 0.50034 28 0.50035 29 0.50033 30 0.50034

The data range from 0.50031 to 0.50037 grams.  If we arrange the data in increasing order and count the number of times
each value was recorded, we get the following table.
  Table 2
 Value Number of
  occurrences
 0.50031 2
 0.50032 4
 0.50033 6
 0.50034 8
 0.50035 5
 0.50036 3
 0.50037 2
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A histogram of the data in the table is shown below:
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 The average value of the mass can be obtained by adding the data and dividing by 30.  The average value is 0.50034
grams which means some of the data are off by 0.00003, 0.00002 or 0.00001.  But what was the average deviation from
0.50034 grams?
 value deviation absolute value squared
   deviation deviation
 0.50031 .00003 .00003 9 x 10 -10

 0.50032 .00002 .00002 4 x 10 -10

 0.50033 .00001 .00001 1 x 10 -10

 0.50034 0.000000 .00000 0
 0.50035 .00001 .00001 1 x 10 -10

 0.50036 .00002 .00002 4 x 10 -10

0.50037 .00003 .00003 9 x 10 -10

average
 0.50034     0.0  .000012 2.5 x 10-10

The last column yields the average of the squared deviation; if we take the square root of this we get 0.0000158  which is
called the standard deviation.

    Standard Deviation   œ œ5  (x x)~

n 1
i


#

The random error       0.000026œ œ3 x 
n
5

So that the average value will be reported as 0.50034  .000026 grams.„
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DENSITY EXPERIMENT  
Name _________________________                                                Date _________              Group # ___

Lab partners: ___________________, ______________________

Procedure:  In this experiment you will measure the density of three objects.  The density of an object is given by its mass
divided by its volume.  Each substance has its value of density.  All objects made of the same material will have the same
density.

Measure the mass of each object on the electronic balance.  Then use the vernier caliper to measure the length, width,  height
and diameter, as appropriate.  Create an Excel file to record your data, an example with formulas is provided below.

A B C D E F
1 Rectangular slab
2      mass      length             width          height          volume          density     
3
4 Cylinder
5      mass      diameter      radius      height      volume    density
6
7 Cube
8      mass      length      width      height      volume    density
9
10 Sphere
11      mass      diameter      radius XXX      volume     density
12

   Calculate the density of the material from:   Density = Mass
Volume

PROBLEM #1    Collect the values for the density determined by the other groups in the lab  for each of the three objects.
A B C D E F G H I J K L

1 Group # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Average Standard Deviation
2 Den obj 1                                                       
3 Den obj 2
4 Den obj 3
5 P values
6 P values Object 2 with 3
7 P values Object 1 with 3

Make a histogram for each object.
                                                                     

   
   

   

What was the average density of each object?   What was the standard deviation for each object?

Were all three objects made of the same material?  Give reasons for your answer based upon the results from your
experiment.
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For an irregular shaped object determining the volume is difficult, so one can make use of Archimedes principle on
bouyancy.  The bouyant force on an object when placed in a liquid is equal the the weight of the liquid displace.  When an
object is complete immersed in water, the volume of the object is the volume of water displaced, and the loss in "weight" of
the object is related to the volume of the object.   So the density of the object is equal to

3 = , and the density of water is 1 gram/cc.Q+== 38 +3<
Ð7+== 38 +3< 7+== 38 63;?3.Ñ ‡ ./8=3>C 90 63;?3.

Mass in air ______________________

Mass in water ____________________

Density of object __________________

-
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VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION

   Velocity is the term which describes how fast something travels.  If a Dodge Colt travels at 15 m/s while a Ford Mustang
travels at 30 m/s, in 10 seconds the Mustang would have traveled twice as far (300 meters compared to the 150 meters for the
Colt ).  The basic formula used to calculate the velocity is
   Velocity    œ œDistance

time t   t
x   x2 1

2 1




where x  is the position of the object at time = t   , and x  at t  .2 2 1 1

Part I              Constant Velocity:

   If the velocity of an object does not change, then it should always take the same amount of time to travel the same amount
of distance.  Verify that this is correct by measuring the time a glider takes to travel equal distances on a level air track.

Procedure:
1. Place the glider on the air track, connect the air pump to the track,  set the pump speed to 3. Turn on the pump.
2. Using the leveling screws adjust the height of the left end until the glider does not accelerate down the air
track.  Place a bum per on the front of the glider and a flat insert on the back of the glider.  Weigh the glider and
record the mass in your data page.
3. Place a photogate approximately 40 cm from the end with the air intake.  Adjust the height of the photogate so that the
picket fence attached to the glider will pass through the beam without hitting the gate.
4. Plug the photogate plug into the digital channel #1 of the 850 interface box.
 5. Click on " " in the windows screen of the computer.PASCO CAPSTONE
6. From the main Setup window,  Select  from the menu on the left of the screenHardware setup

6) choose interface
7) (select)Pasco 850 interface 
8) click "ök
9) click on the  on image of interface box for digital input #1
 a) a new menu appears select one , click ök"photogate, picket fence
 b) set the flag length to 0.05 m    click ÖK"
11) click and drag on  in the menu on the right of the screen to the center of screengraph icon

Click on DATA SUMMARY
1) find speed in ch 1    click and drag ""speed" 1"to measurement in the y-axis of the graph

 You are now ready to collect data.
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9. Click  in the lower left of the experiment window. Give the glider a small push and let it coast through the photogate.REC
The table should fill up with data. Click  after the picket fence clears the photogate.STOP
11 If your click on the symbol of the graph and select linear fit, it will display the equation of the bestÞ Ð=>+>3=>3-=ÑD
straight line that fits your data. R9>/ À 09< >2/ @/69-3>C @=Þ >37/ 1<+:2 >2/ =69:/ 3= >2/ +--/6/<+>398Þ,

PART II:              ACCELERATED MOTION

 When the velocity increases or decreases, there is acceleration.  The rate of change of the velocity is called the
acceleration.  Mathematically, the acceleration is found by:
  a   12

v   v
t   tœ 2 1

2 1




 When a glider slides down a straight hill, its velocity increases at a steady rate, increasing its velocity by the same
amount each second. The displacement of the glider also increases at a continuously increasing rate. The relationship
between the position, velocity and time of the object is summarized in the following equations:
  x   x   v  (t  - t )   a (t  - t )2 1 1 2 1 2 1

1
2œ   #

  v   v   a t  - t2 1 2 1œ  Ð Ñ

  v   v   2 a x  - x2 1 2 1
# #œ  Ð Ñ

  Inclined Air Track

For the glider on the inclined plane, the acceleration along the plane depends on the component of gravity that is directed
along the plane,     (  is divided into two components: one perpendicular to the air track; the other parallel toa = g  Sin . g† )
the air track).   is the component of the force of gravity directed along the plane.  Sin  can be determined usingmg Sin  ) )
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some trigonmetry, studying the triangle formed by the spacer, the support screws and the inclined air track, the Sin  is seen)
to be equal to the height of the spacer divided by the length of the air track between the supporting screws.
 The velocity during each distance interval can be calculated by: v  =     ,1

x -x
t -t
2 1

2 1

v  =   etc...    v  =    .2 i
x -x
t -t t

x3 2

3 2 1

1?
?

 The acceleration can be calculated by:

  a  =     .1
v   v v

(time between midpoints of the velocity measurements) t   t
2 1 1

1
2 2 1


Ð  Ñ

œ ?
? ?
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Procedure continues:
*Measure the thickness of your spacer, h.
*Place the spacer under the support screw.
*With the air compressor off, Place the glider inside the photogate and adjust the height of the photogate so that the picket
fence is in the beam of the photogate.
*Place the glider at the top of the inclined plane.
*Turn on the air compressor, the glider should move down the plane.
*Now hold the glider just a centimeter above the photogate.
*Press the REC button to collect data.
*Print the table of data, and the graphs of Velocity vs. Time and Displacement vs. Time .for one set of data
*From the graph of Velocity vs. Time determine a value for the acceleration of the glider.
*The acceleration of the glider should be the component of  the acceleration of  gravity, g, which is directed down the air
track:     a = g Sin )
*You need to know the thickness of the spacer, h, you used to raise one side of the air track to make it inclined.
                             L = 100 cm.   then Sin  = ) h

L
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

  (1) how the angle of inclination affects the acceleration (use the 50 gram disk weights as spacers)  L = 100 cm
A B C D E F

1 Mass        h       =Sin a g % Error
2 (grams) (cm)  (m/s^2) (m/s^2)      
3
4
5
6
7
8

) "Ð2ÎPÑ + 0<97=69:/ 90 1<+:2 œ h
L

Turn off the computer and put everything away.

Did the acceleration of the glider down the inclined track vary as the g sin ?   Did you have a sufficient range of angles to)
rule out   a = g Tan ?     Would an angle of  10° be enough?  (hint: calculate 9.8*Sin   and 9.8* Tan   then find the) ) )
difference.)

Was friction a factor in the acceleration? Since friction is equal to mg Cos , the friction should decrease as the angle. )
increases.  Friction would increase your % error.   Does the % error decrease with increasing angle?

If you were to give the glider a hard push up the incline and through the photogate, would you get the same acceleration as
when it was accelerating down the incline?  Try doing this.  Why should it be different is there is friction?

 (2) how the mass of the glider affects the acceleration.  Use 2 spacers and change the mass  of the glider
Mass        h       a g % Error+ 0<97=69:/ 90 1<+:2 œ g

L

The acceleration should not change when you change the mass of the glider.  Did your observations support this
premise?
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ADDITION OF FORCES

Translational Equilibrium:
 Whenever two or more forces pull or push at a common point and there is no acceleration, the forces must be balancing
each other.  If you analyze the situation along the x-axis, all the forces (or components of the forces) pulling in the positive
x-direction must be balanced by the forces (or their components) pulling in the negative x-direction.  This must be the same
for both y-direction and the z-direction.

 

 If a force is not exactly along either the X or the Y axis, it can be decomposed into two parts,  the amount of the force
pulling in the X-direction  and the amount of the force pulling in the Y-direction.  These are called the X and Y components
respectively.  To find  you need to use some trigonometry.  See the figure below.the Components of a vector

  

To find the Magnitude of the original force from its components, you can use

Pythorgean formula:     Magnitude of  F  = F     F1 1x 1y # #

 and  to find the angle:      tan  = .)
F
F

1y

1x
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Addition of Vectors:  When two forces add, they combine their X-directional forces together separately from the Y-
directional forces.
So to add F  to F :  you need to find the X components of F  and F  and combine the X-components first, then the Y1 2 1 2

components:
example F  = 100 dynes at an angle of 20°     F  = 200 dynes at an angle of 50°1 2

X-Comp.    F  =    100* Cos (20) = 94.0        F  =   200 * Cos (50) = 128.6     1x x2

Total X:    F  = 94.0  128.6 = 222.6 dynesx 

Y-Comp.   F  = 100 * Sin (20) = 34.2           F  = 200 * sin (50) = 153.21y 2y

Total Y:  F    34.2  153.2 187.4 dynesy œ  œ

The magnitude of the final result:  F  F   F      =  (222.6)  + (187.4)   = 291.0 dynes.œ  
x y
# # # #

  
   and the final angle:    Tan  =   =   = .842          Therefore:  = tan (.842) = 40.1°) )

F
F 222.6

187.4 -y

x

"

 But in the case when all the forces are balanced, the final result is zero.  So the sum of all the force components should
be zero.  The sum of F  should equal zero, as well as the sum of F .x y

Procedure:  In this lab you will  by having three forces pull on a ringverify that the sum of the forces is indeed equal to zero .
This is accomplished using a force table (shown in figure 1). The forces are provided by weights attached to strings which
are draped over a pulley which converts the vertical force of the weight to a horizontal force pulling on the ring at the center
of the force table.  First place the weight necessary for the firstYou intructor will give you the values for F  and F .   1 2

force F  on a string and place a pulley at the proper angle .  Place the string over the pulley.  Do the same for F  at  .1 1 2 2) )
Take the third string in your hand and pull on the string in a direction so as to balance the two forces, place a pulley at this
angle lace a hook weight at the end of the string and add.  When the ring is centered around the pin on the force table, p
weight until the ring is free of the pin and once again centered around the pin.  Then all three forces are balanced or in
equilibrium.  Record the force on each string and the angle (as read on the force table).
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

X2/ 09<-/=A366 ,/ </:</=/8>/. ,C >2/ 8?7,/< 90 1<+7= 09< /+=C 1<+:2381 +8. -+6-?6+>381 89>/ >9 1/> >2/7 38>9( :
>2/ -9<</-> ?83>= C9?A9?6.7?6>3:6C ,C *)! -7Î= >9 1/> >2/ ?83>= 38>9 .C8/= Þ# )

X<3+6 " À
F F" " # #

9 9œ #!! 1<+7= œ $! œ "&! 1<+7= œ "$&) )

Addition of components of   F  and  F" # À
J G9= œ J W38 œ" " " ") )   

J G9= œ J W38 œ# # # #) )   

J œ J œB C _______________ _____________

Magnitude of the sum of  F  and  F :       F  F   F    = (             )  + (              )   = ___________" #
# # # #œ  
x y

The angle for the resultant sum is :   Tan  =   = )
F
F (          )

(          )y

x

     = tan (           )   = _________) -"

FORCE TABLE: EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE METHOD FOR VECTOR ADDITION

Using the force table, place as a start the mass equal to the magnitude of F  + F  at an angle 180° opposite the angle for the1 2

resultant.  This force which balances the resultant is called the , F ; add or subtract weights to F  and adjust theequilibrant $ $

angle so that the ring is centered on the pin.  Measure F  and its angle.$

 _______grams  ____J œ œ$ )3

Check:   Does F have the same magnitude as the sum of F and F ? _____________3 " #

Is the angle for F opposite to the angle for the resultant sum?   ______________3 ")!
9

If you were to add all three forces, what would the total sum be?    ________________

Now draw each force vector as an arrow to scale:  25 grams = 1 cm.   Use a protractor to measure the angles. USE GRAPH
PAPER
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Trial  2:  repeat the procedure for calculations as in  trial  1:

F  = 100 GRAMS   =  20  F  = 200   = 150" ") ) 2 2  

Addition of components of   F  and  F" # À
J G9= œ J W38 œ" " " ") )   

J G9= œ J W38 œ# # # #) )   

J œ J œB C _______________ _____________

Magnitude of the sum of  F  and  F :       F  F   F    = (             )  + (              )   = ___________" #
# # # #œ  
x y

The angle for the resultant sum is :   Tan  =   = )
F
F (          )

(          )y

x

     = tan (           )   = _________ if your angle is negative, it means that the) -" Ð89>/ À
angle is in either the second or fourth quandrant, If  x component is negative and y component positive, it is in second
quadrant.  example: if     is  37°   then with respect to the + x axis the angle would be  180°  37°  143° ,  and the)   œ
equilibriant would be placed 180° opposite this angle or at 143° + 180° = 323°)

FORCE TABLE :  experimental check on the validity of adding  vectors  by using forces as our sample vector

J œ œ$ _______grams  ____)3

Check:   Does F have the same magnitude as the sum of F and F ?_____________3 " #

Is the angle for F opposite to the angle for the resultant sum?  _____________3 ")!9

Now draw each force vector as an arrow to scale:  25 grams = 1 cm.   Use a protractor to measure the angles.

USE GRAPH PAPER
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NEWTON'S SECOND LAW

 Newton's Second Law is a statement of the cause and effect relationship between the force and the acceleration. The
force produces the acceleration.  Newton's Law says the the acceleration of an object is directly proportional to the force
pulling the object (the mass remaining the same).  It also says that if the force is kept constant, the acceleration is inversely
proportional to the mass of the object.  This is summed up in the mathematical statement:    Where F is the netF  M aœ
force acting on the object and M is to total mass of the objects being accelerated.

 Using the air track, the mass being accelerated is the mass of the glider plus that of the hook weight.  The force is that
of the weight of the hook weight (M g).1

 .    M  is mass of glider, M  is the mass of the hook weight.a = M g
M M

1

2 1Ð  Ñ 2 1

  

Procedure:  (keeping the force constant while increasing the total mass)
*Measure and recordind the mass of the glider with the picket fence in your data page.
*Position the photogate between the glider and the pulley, then adjust its height so that the picket fence passes through the
beam of the photogate.  Release the glider with the picket fence approximately 1 inch in front of the photogate.
*Attach a string to the glider, pass the string over the pulley and attach the hook weight (you must weigh the small hook and
each of the weights) to the end of the string.
Follow the procedure for collecting data from the picket fence as you did for the velocity and acceleration lab.
*One student holds the glider while the other student .turns on the air compressor
*Release the glider; when the glider clears the photogate, determine the acceleration and record the acceleration into your
table.
*Find the acceleration from the  of the  graph (you do not need to save the graph).slope velocity vs. time

Part I (keeping the total mass of the glider plus hook weight constant while increasing the force (mass of the weights)
* Place a 2 gram (large black plastic) weight on the hook, that is a total M  = 4 grams.1

* Place the remaining "weights" onto the glider (these will be transferred to the hook to increase the weight of hook, M1).
* Weigh the glider with the weights and picket fence, place on air track about one centimeter above the photogate, measure
    the acceleration.
* Increase the weight of the hook weight by transferring 4 grams from the glider to the hook, and measure the acceleration.
*Repeat this procedure incrementing the weight by  4 grams each time until all the additional weights have been used.
*Compare the acceleration measured with the theoretical value:  a = 7+== ‡1

Ð7+== 7+== Ñ
A>

A> 163./<

*Determine the % difference.  Did the acceleration increase with increased force?

Part II (keep the hook weight at maximum and change the mass of glider)
*Place  all sloctted weights on the hook weight.(21 grams)
*Add the 50 gram weights (silvery with the hole in the center) to each side of the glider (total additional mass = 100 gm) and
repeat the acceleration measurement.
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*Repeat this procedure, incrementing the mass of the glider by 100 grams.
*Compare the acceleration measured with the theoretical value:  a = 7+== ‡1

Ð7+== 7+== Ñ
A>

A> 163./<

*Determine the % difference.  Did the acceleration decrease with increased total mass?
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

Make your own table in your notebook.
Table 1. The dependence of acceleration on the net Force (M1 g).  Total Mass = constant     

A B C D E F G  
1 Mass (M1) Force Glider (M2) Total Mass Acceleration M1g/(M1+M2) %Error
2  (kg) (N) (kg) (Kg) from graph (cm/s^2)
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The acceleration from the computer graph is in m/s .    Tolal Mass = M1 + M2# Þ
         

Mass (M1) Force Glider (M2) Total Mass Acceleration M1g/(M1+M2) %Error
 (Kg) (N) (Kg) (Kg) from graph (m/s^2)

     
Problems:

1) Two students measured the time it takes for the 200 gm. glider to travel 50 cm from rest.  Their data for  T was as?
follows:  0.715 sec., 0.716 sec., 0.714 sec.  What was the mass of the decending weight, M ?   (Ans.  M  = 50 grams)1 1

2) In verifying F  = M  , the net force was kept constant for several readings while the total mass was increased.  net a Graph
acceleration on the "y axis" and "1/ M M " on the "x axis".  Ð  Ñ" # In order to plot this graph you will need a new
column in your table for 1/ M M .  Is your graph a straight line?  What is the slope of the graph?  What should yourÐ  Ñ" #

slope be equal to?
3) Make a graph to show that the acceleration varies directly with the net force (M g) when the mass (M + M ) was kept" " #

approximately constant. (Note the force caused the change in the acceleration so the force goes on the "x axis".)  Find the
slope...Is it equal to 1/ M M ?Ð  Ñ" #
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    Centripetal Force  (WEAR GOGGLES)

Part I:  Constant Angular Velocity

     Any object which is moving in a circular path requires a force to keep it in a circle.  Without this force it would naturally
move in a straight path.  The force necessary to keep the object in a circular path is called the   Thecentripetal force.
magnitude of this force is given by  F  =   or mrw      where w is (2 frequency).cp

mv
r

# # 1 †

 The apparatus used to verify this relationship uses a spring to provide the centripetal force, which is always directed
towards the center of the circle.  This force within the spring can be measured before the object is rotated, so the amount of
force is known.  The mass of the black bob can be measured (actually, it is written on the surface).  The radius of the orbit
can be set and measured before it is rotated by adjusting the "pointer" to the desired position.  All that is required is for some
person to actually rotate the vertical shaft so as to keep the black bob over the pointer.  When it is rotating over the pointer
(i.e. at the desired radius) the frequency can be measured by measuring the time it requires for 20 revolutions.  (You can
probably think of other ways to measure either the velocity or the frequency using the photogates and the computer.)

Procedure:
* Assemble the apparatus as shown in the diagram with R = 16.5 cm.

Adjusting the value of the radius:
*Place the pointer at 16.5 cm from the vertical rotating shaft.
* Release the spring from the black bob. Lossen the screw "A" and slide the horizontal bar until the black bob hangs over the
pointer at the desired radius.
*Tighten screw "A" when black bob hangs 16.5 cm from vertical rod.
*Reattach the spring to the black bob.

Measuring the force in the spring:

   
*Attach the string to the black bob and add weights to the end of the string until the spring is stretch so that the black bob
hangs over the pointer once again.
*Record the weight required to stretch the spring to this radius.
*The mass of the black bob is marked on its surface; record this value in your table.
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Measuring the angular velocity:

Method I:    Measure the time it takes for the object to make 50 revolutions.
/ ? 1 / = 50/  t .   w = 2     (use the computer as a simple stop watch).

Method II:  Place a tongue depressor at the end of the horizontal bar attached to the counter weight.  Have this tongue
depressor rotate between the photogate, the computer can be used to measure the time for each rotation.

Method III:  Same set up as Method II except that the velocity of the tongue depressor is measured as it passes between the
photogate.  Then w = R  v  where R  is the distance of the photogate beam from the axis of rotation.2 2

Procedure:

* Wear your Goggles!

*Remove the string from the black bob; it is now free to rotate.  Place one of your hands on the wooden base to steady the
apparatus while it is rotating and then place your other hand on the vertical shaft.  With your fingers gently rotate the vertical
shaft until the bottom of the black bob is centered over the pointer.
*Try to maintain a rotational speed such that the black bob stays over the pointer.
*You are now ready to start measuring the angular velocity, w.  This can be done by measuring the frequency, , and then w/
= 2   .1 /

*If you are using method II or III to measure the frequency, you should position the photodector so that the tongue depressor
will block the photogate beam without hitting it.
*Load "Precision Timer III" into the computer.  Determine which mode you want and what information it can give (check
out your strategy with the instructor).

*With your head at a safe distance from the apparatus, rotate the vertical shaft until the black bob rotates over the pointer.
Start the timer.  Keep rotating so that the bob stays over the pointer (use 20 revolutions).
*Determine w from your timing data.
Varying the mass of the rotating bob:
*Record the following: hook weight (spring force), radius, rotating mass, w.
*Increase the mass of the black bob by inserting a slotted weight (50 gm) under the "silvery" nut. Tighten the nut so that the
slotted weight is secure.

 

*Increase the mass in increments of 100 grams.  Measure w for each mass.

Varying the Radius:
*Remove the added weight from the black bob.
*Disconnect the spring from the black bob and increase the distance between the pointer and the vertical shaft by 2 cm.
*Loosen Screw A on the vertical shaft and adjust the horizontal rod so that the black bob is positioned over the pointer.
*Tighten Screw A and reattach the spring to the vertical shaft.
*Measure the force in the spring by attaching the string with the hooked weights to the black bob and determining the
amount of weight necessary to stretch the spring until the black bob is over the pointer.  Disconnect the string and the hooked
weights.
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*Measure w.  Record the results.  Increment the distance in units of 2 cm each time.

Varying the Spring Force (centripetal force):
*With the radius at its maximum distance, insert a paper clip between the spring and the vertical shaft.  Remeasure the spring
force with the hooked weights.  Measure w.
*Add a second paper clip between the spring and the vertical shaft.  Measure the force in the spring using the hooked
weights. Measure w.

Timing Modes:
*Stopwatch:  measure the time for 20 revolutions.
*Motion Timer: time for each rotation
*Pulse: Time that the tongue depressor blocks the photogate.  v=   w = d v

t R`?

  where R` is distance of gate to shaft.
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Data Sheet   Name __________________________________         Date __________  Group # _________

Part I Changing the radius:   Number of rotations = 20

A B C D E F G H
1 Mass Wt. M *g Radius Mass time freq M *R*(2 *freq) % diff
2 (grams) (dynes) (cm) (grams) (sec) (Hz) (dynes)
3
4
5

A> <9> <ot
21

Part II Changing the mass:

Mass Wt. M *g Radius Mass time frequency M *R*(2 *freq) % differenceA> <9> <ot
21

Part III Changing the frequency (adding paper clips to the spring)

Mass Wt. M *g Radius Mass time frequency M *R*(2 *freq) % differenceA> <9> <ot
21

Did increasing the radius cause the centripetal force as measured by M *g to increase?wt

Did increasing the mass of the rotating object cause the centripetal force to increase?

Did decreasing the frequency cause the centripetal force to decrease?

Why did the frequency change when the mass of the rotating object was increased?
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Conservation of ENERGY

 When an object is lifted vertically upward with no increase in speed, the work done in lifting  W = F h.   The? ?t † t

energy used in lifting is "stored" in the form of potential energy.   Since gravity continues to act on the object it does the
same amount of work on the way down, causing the object to increase its speed and therefore its kinetic energy,   m v .1

2
#

Hence the change in potential energy, mg h, where h is measured vertically, is equal to the change in kinetic energy.? ?

Experiment 1    Tilted Air Track
  

 Photogate #2 photogate #1 

  Inclined Air Track

Another way of viewing this is:     PE    PE      KE     KEi f f i œ 

or PE    KE      PE     KE              i i f f œ   Conservation of Energy

Setting up the apparatus:
1)   Place a bumper on the front of each glider and a flat insert on the back of the glider.  Weigh gliders A & B

and record their mass in the table.
2) place a 500 gram slotted weight under the single support of the air track to create the incline.
3) set one photogate at 40 cm mark and the other at 140 cm mark.
4) Measure the vertical height from the top surface of the air track to the table top at the position of gate #1 and gate #2
(make sure they are properly plugged in).*

5)  Open PASCO CAPSTONE.
6) Plug the photogate #1 into the Digital channel #1 of the 850 interface box, and plug the photogate #2 into

the Digital channel #2 of the 850 interface box.
7)  Select Hardware setup from the menu on the left of the screen
6) choose interface
7) Pasco 850 interface (select)
8) click ök"
9) click on the circle for digital input #1 on image of interface box
 a) a new menu appears select one photogate, single flag, click ök"
 b) set the flag length to 0.128 m    click ÖK"
10) click on the circle for digital input #2 on image of interface box
 a) a new menu appears select one photogate, single flag, click ök"
 b) set the flag length to 0.128 m    click ÖK"
11) clickand drag on table icon in the menu on the right of the screen to the center of screen

Click on DATA SUMMARY
1) find speed in ch 1    click and drag ""speed" 1"to measurement in the table
2) find speed in ch 2   click and drag ""speed" 1"to measurement in the second column of table
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* Calculate the P.E. and the K.E. at gate #1 and the P.E. and K.E. at gate #2.  You should repeat the measurements for
several starting points.  You should change the mass (add weights to the glider).  You could also give the glider a small push
at the bottom of the incline and have it slow down as it goes up the incline converting kinetic energy into potential energy.
Record your data and calculations in Table 1.
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Experiment 2    The Vertical Tube
(you will need to CHANGE THE FLAG LENGTH TO THE LENGTH OF THE CYLINDER.
 Reconfigure the experiment only this time when it asks for the length enter the length of the aluminum cylinder.
 measure the velocity near the top at photogate #1 and near the bottom at photogate #2
measure the vertical height from the floor of photogate #1  and photogate #2.
Tabulate the mass, y1 ,y2, v1, v2,  PE 1, KE 1, PE 2, KE2 .  Compare with .PE    KE   PE     KE  i i f f 

 
    Knowing the length, L, of  the cylinder and the time, t, it                                                                ?                  took to pass the photogate, you can calculate the velocity with  L / t?
and then calculate the KE = 1/2 m v .#

 
Another way of viewing this is:     PE    PE      KE     KEi f f i œ 

or Conservation of EnergyPE    KE      PE     KE               i i f f œ 

* Measure L, h , h , v , v , and record these data in Table 2." " #2
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________  BE CAREFUL OF YOUR UNITS

Table 1.  (inclined air track)
  h     t      h           v      v      (PE  + KE )      (PE  + KE )      % diff.1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2

mass h1 h2 v1 v2 (PE+KE)1 (PE+KE2) % diff
(Kg) (m) (m) (m/s) (m/s) (Joules) (Joules)

Did the decrease in potential energy equal the increase in Kinetic Energy?

When you sent the glider up the incline was the decrease in Kinetic Energy equal to the increase in Potential Energy?

Table II   (vertical tube)  L = ...........meters
mass h1 h2 v1 v2 (PE+KE)1 (PE+KE2) % diff
(Kg) (m) (m) (m/s) (m/s) (joules) (joules)

Questions

Both procedures used a straight path for the object.  What if the path was curved, would the energy be
conserved?  Consider two paths where the starting points are at the same altitude and the ending points
are at the same altitude.  Will the ball have the same velocity at the bottom?  Will the ball arrive at point
B at the same time for each path?  Which will arrive first?    EXPLAIN your reasoning.
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BALLISTIC PENDULUM EXPERIMENT

This exercise demonstrates the conservation of momentum for inelastic collision as well as projectile
motion.  A ball, or "bullet", is projected from a spring "gun" and fired into a pendulum "bob".  This
collision is inelastic and the ball stays inside the "bob" of the pendulum.  After the collision the
remaining Kinetic Energy of the composite ball-bob is converted into potential energy of the pendulum
as the ball-bob swing upward to a height, h.  A rachet mechanism prevents the ball-bob from swinging
back down so that the maximum height of the pendulum can be measured.  From the conservation of
energy equation the velocity of the Ball-bob after the collision before it swung upward can be obtained,
and that velocity can be used with the conservation of momentum to determine the initial velocity of the
ball.

After the collision, conservation of energy:   ½ (M+m)v2 = (M+m)gh ,   so  vf =  #12
And for the collision, conservation of momentum:   mvi = (M+m)vf ,
 so vi =  ÐQ7Ñ

7
#12

But this does not provide us with a check on the initial velocity of the ball; we do not have a clue as
to whether or not our value of the initial velocity is the correct one.  So, we need to make a different
measurement of the velocity in order to verify the previous answer.  We could use the computer to
measure the velocity of the ball as it leaves the gun by having it pass through a photogate before it hits
the bob.  But we will use a low tech method by shooting the ball horizontally from the table top and
measuring where it strikes the floor.  To mark where it actually hits the floor and not where we think we
see it hit the floor, a sheet of carbon paper is sandwiched between two sheets of typing paper.  When the
ball hits the top sheet, the carbon paper will make a mark on the lower sheet.   This time, if "y" is the
vertical height of the bottom of the ball when it leaves the gun and "x" is the horizontal distance from the
point where it leaves the gun to where it lands on the ground, then the time it takes the ball to fall the

vertical distance,  y = ½ g t2 ,  gives t =     which is the same time the ball has to travel horizontally, #C
1

x = v t  so that the velocity of the ball initially,  v =    x  . 1
#C

Due to the mechanical variability of the spring gun, the velocity will have to be measured at least five
times by each method, and the average values compared.  Taking into consideration the standard
deviation in each average value of the initial velocity, determine if the two values are the same
statistically.  (hint: you could use p-values).
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Apparatus:

Measure the height of the center of mass of the bob+ball before and after the collision.
Measure the mass of the ball.  The mass of the bob and Pendulum apparatus is given.
Determine the initial velocity of the ball.  Repeat five times.

Projectile measurement of initial velocity:

As an extra procedure:  Tilt the "gun" at an angle of 30° to the horizontal and, knowing the initial
velocity of the ball, predict where the ball should land.  Then check out your answer by doing it.
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Data Page for Group:
Names__________________________________________________________________________

Mass of ball: _________ grams
Mass of bob: _________ grams
Height increase of center of mass:
X<3+6 H/6>+ 2 383>3+6 @
"
#
$
%
&
+@/<+1/
=>Þ ./@Þ

  

Range of projectile:
Height of bottom of ball above the floor:  ________ cm       g = 980 cm/s2
X<3 6a

average
std dev.

V+81/ B M83>3+6 @/69-3>C
"
#
$
%
&

ww ww

 

Was the measured value of the initial velocity the same as measured by the two methods?

Calculate the kinetic energy of the ball when it left the gun:  KE = ½ m v2

Calculate the kinetic energy of the ball-bob after the collision, which is equal to the final potential
energy:  PE = (M+m)gh

Calculate the FRACTIONAL loss of energy =  ?OI
OI3

Calculate:    7
Q7
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Individual Page:     Name ______________________   Phys ________    Date________

Mass of ball:            85.6 grams
Mass of bob:         245.0  grams
Height increase of center of mass:
trial Delta h Initial v
1  4.6 
2  4.8 
3  4.7 
4  4.9 
5  4.5 
6  4.8 
7  4.6 
8  4.7 
9  4.6 
10  4.7 
average  
std dev.  

Range of projectile:
Height of bottom of ball above the floor: 110 cm       g = 980 cm/s2
Trial Range "x"   (cm) Initial velocity
1  44 
2  52 
3  40 
4  48 
5  46 
average  
std dev.  

How accurate is the velocity as measured by the projectile method as a check on the velocity as
measured by the ballistic pendulum?
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    LINEAR MOMENTUM

When a force, F, is applied to an object for an amount of time, t, the object acquires an increase to its˜

momentum,  mv - mv  .  The term momentum is defined as  P = mv  , so that the change in thefinal initial t t
momentum is c P.   Since F = m a  and a =  v/ t,    F = m v/ t.˜ ˜ ˜ ˜

       Then    F t =  m  v˜ ˜
                 F t = m v  m v     P˜  œ ˜f i

       Where F t is called the impulse and  P is the  in the .˜ ˜ change momentum

 To verify this equation, you have to measure the force, F, the time, t, and the initial and final velocity of˜
the object.  (Note: you may have made these measurements in the Newton's Second Law Experiment.  You can
repeat it again, or you can make a second set of measurements.)

 Collisions provide another example of the conservation of linear momentum.  When the force exists
between the two objects, the force on object #1 is equal and opposite to the force on object #2.

i.e.   F    F
p p

œ  +8. =38-/˜> œ ˜> ß J ˜> œ J ˜>" # " # " " # #

L/8-/ 3> 09669A= =38-/ J ˜> œ 7 @  7 @ >2+>" " " "0 " "3

7 @  7 @ œ  Ö7 @  7 @ ×" "0 " "3 # #0 # #3

[23-2 3= /;?3@+6/8> >9 À
 7 @ 7 @ œ 7 @  7 @ Þ" "3 # #3 " "0 # #0

Methodology À
Using the photogates to measure the amount of time that the glider takes to pass through the beam of the

photogate (moves a distance equal to its length)  you can calculate the velocity of the gliders (A & B) before and
after the collision.

Procedure :
Setting up the apparatus:
1) Level the air track.  Place a bumper on the front of each glider and a flat insert on the back of the glider.

Weigh gliders A & B and record their mass in the table.
2) Place the photogates approximately 40 cm apart in the middle of the air track.  This is the collision zone

(the collisions will take place in this region and we will measure the velocity of the gliders as they enter or leave
the zone).

3) Plug the photogate #1 into the Digital channel #1 of the 850 interface box, and plug the photogate #2 into
the Digital channel #2 of the 850 interface box.

4)  Turn on the IBM PC  and open PASCO CAPSTONE from the Windows screen.
5)  Select Hardware setup from the menu on the left of the screen
6) choose interface
7) Passport (select)
8) click ök"
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9) click on the circle for digital input #1 on image of interface box
 a) a new menu appears select one photogate, single flag, click ök"
 b) set the flag length to 0.128 m    click ÖK"
10) click on the circle for digital input #2 on image of interface box
 a) a new menu appears select one photogate, single flag, click ök"
 b) set the flag length to 0.128 m    click ÖK"
11) clickand drag on table icon in the menu on the right of the screen to the center of screen

Click on DATA SUMMARY
1) find speed in ch 1    click and drag ""speed" 1"to measurement in the table
2) find speed in ch 2   click and drag ""speed" 1"to measurement in the second column of table

 You are now ready to collect data.

Elastic collisions (kinetic energy is conserved):
 I) Target glider is initially stationary.
1. Measure the mass of both gliders with a rubber band bumper on the right and a flat metal bumper on the

left.  The length of the glider is 12.8 cm (verify this).  Record values in table 1.  Place glider B between the two
photogates (make sure there is enough room for glider A between photogate #1 and glider B so that glider A will
clear the photogate before it hits glider B).

2. Click on record data with the mouse.  Then give glider A a small push so that it passes through photogate
#1 where the time is measured.  It will strike glider B and come to a stop, since it would have transferred all of its
momentum to glider B.  Glider B will then pass through photogate #2.  When it clears the photogate, you can stop
it.  Now click on the stop button, read the velocities.  Record these values in your table.  The two times should be
the same.

3. Add 100 grams to glider B, and repeat procedure #1. Click on record data with the mouse.  Then give glider
A a small push so that it passes through photogate #1 where the time is measured.  It will strike glider B and
bounce back, since it has less mass than glider B.  Glider B will then pass through photogate #2, and glider A will
move in the  direction through photogate #1.  When it clears the photogate, you can stop it.  Now clicknegative
on the stop button, read the velocities.  Record these values in your table.  The second time for photogate #1 will
give the negative velocity of glider A after the collision.

4. Take the 100 grams off of glider B and  Add 100 grams to glider A, and repeat procedure #1. Click on
record data with the mouse.  Then give glider A a small push so that it passes through photogate #1 where the
time is measured.  It will strike glider B and continue in the same direction, since it has more mass than glider B.
Glider B will then pass through photogate #2, and glider A will move in the  direction through photogatepositive
#2.  When it clears the photogate, you can stop it.  Now click on the stop button, read the velocities.  Record these
values in your table.  The second time for photogate #2 will give the positive final velocity of glider A after the
collision.

Table 1: target glider initially stationary (Elastic collision) VF3 œ !

MA B A A B       Q Z Z Z3 0 0

Q Z Q Z Q Z Q Z Q ZA A A A B B A A B B3 0 0 0 0 % difference

Remember: the kinetic energy before should equal the kinetic energy after.
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½ ½ ½ ½ ½ % differenceQ Z Q Z Q Z Q Z  Q ZA A B A BA A B A B
# # # # #
3 0 0 0 0
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 II) Target glider is initially moving in positive direction.
1. With no additional weight on the gliders, and both gliders to the right of photogate #1, click on the record

button and give glider B a gentle push.  After it has cleared photogate #1, give glider A a harder push so that it
will collide with glider B between the photogates (you may wish to increase the distance between the photogates).
When the gliders leave the collision zone and have cleared the photogates, you can stop them, click on STOP and
record the velocities.  Make sure that the velocity in the positive direction is marked "+" and when the glider was
moving in the negative direction the velocity is marked "-".

Table 2.  Both gliders moving initially in the same direction (positive)

M VA  B A B A BQ Z Z Z    3 3 0 0

Q Z Q Z Q Z Q ZA A B B A A B B3 0 0i Q Z Q Z Q Z Q ZA A B B A A B Bi i 0 0 % diff

½ ½ ½ ½ % diffQ Z Q Z OI OI Q Z Q Z OIA B AA B A
# # # #
3 3 0 F0FA B3 3 F0E0 OI
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 III) Target glider is initially moving in opposite directions.
1. With no additional weight on the gliders, and glider A to the right of photogate #1 and glider B on the left

of photogate #2  click on the record button and give glider B a gentle push toward photogate #2  (negativeß
direction), and give glider A a push so that it will collide with glider B between the photogates (you may wish to
increase the distance between the photogates).  When the gliders leave the collision zone and have cleared the
photogates, you can stop them.  Click on STOP and record the times.  Make sure that the velocity in the positive
direction is marked "+" and when the glider was moving in the negative direction the velocity is marked " ".

2. Add 100 grams to glider B and repeat
3. Move the 100 grams to glider A and repeat.

Table .  Both gliders moving initially in opposite directions ( v  is positive but v  is negative)$ " #

M V" # "3 #3 "0 #0Q Z Z Z

Q Z Q Z Q Z Q Z" "3 # #3 " "0 # #0Q Z Q Z Q Z Q Z" "3 # #3 " "0 # #0 % diff

½ ½ ½ ½ % diffQ Z Q Z OI OI Q Z Q Z OI" # " #
# # # #
"3 #3 "0 #0"3 #3 "0 #0 OI
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  IV Inelastic collision (target glider initially stationary, KE not conserved):Ñ

1. Measure the mass of  glider A with the "nail"  bumper on the left and a flat metal bumper on the right.
Measure the mass of  glider B with the "clay core"  bumper on the right and a flat metal bumper on the left.

2. Place glider B between the photogates like you did for the elastic collision part I.
3. Give glider A a push (be careful the ).  Wait until both gliders exit photogate #2 beforenail is sharp

stopping them.

Table 4.  Inelastic collision (target glider initially stationary)
       MA B A A BQ Z Z Z3 0 0

Q Z Q Z Q Z Q Z Q ZA A A A B B A A B B3 0 0 0 0 % difference

Remember the kinetic energy before should not be equal to the kinetic energy after.

½ ½ ½ ½ ½ % differenceQ Z Q Z Q Z Q Z  Q ZA A B A BA A B A B
# # # # #
3 0 0 0 0
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EQUILIBRIUM OF TORQUES

 When you apply a force to a wrench to tighten a screw, your force is converted into a turning force which is called
Torque.  You can increase the amount of turning force by increasing the force you apply to the wrench (so the torque is
proportional to the force applied).  You can also increase your turning force by increasing the length of the wrench used (so
the torque is proportional to the distance of the axis of rotation (screw) to the point of application of the force).  The greatest
amount of torque is generated when the force is applied at right angles to the wrench, so the angle of application has an
effect.  Only the perpendicular component of the force to the handle of the wrench causes the wrench to rotate.  Putting all
this together the torque is given by:

7 )  R F Sin         The torque is said 
to be 

œ

positive when it rotates the object
in a counterclockwise direction and
negative when it rotates it
in a clockwise direction.

 

If two torques pull on an object and the object doesn't turn, then the torques are balanced and the object is in rotational
equilibrium.  Take for example two children playing on a sea-saw:  A boy (weight = 400 N) sits 3.5 meters from the pivot or
fulchrum, and a girl (weight 350 N) sits on the other side so as to balance the boy's weight (actually torque).  How far from
the center (fulchrum) should she sit?

The counter clockwise torque must offset the clockwise torque:
 So   X * 350 * Sin 90°       3.5 * 400 * Sin 90°œ
                               X    4.0 mœ

  If the beam were not centered then it too would have an unbalanced torque.  In the above example the torque produced
by the weight of the beam on the right exactly balances the torque produced by the weight of the beam on the left.  Your first
procedure in this section is another example of this situation.

Procedure:
* Measure the mass of the meter stick.
* Measure the mass of each of the clamps.
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*Place one of the clamps on the meter stick so the hook is upward and the meter stick is balanced when suspended by the
hook.  Record the location of the center of mass of the stick.

Setup #1

*Place another clamp with the hook downward at the 10 cm mark; place 150 grams on it.  The total mass is that of the clamp
plus the 150 grams.
*Place a third clamp on the meter stick with the hook downward; place 200 grams on it.  Find the location on the meter stick
where this will balance the first one.
*Calculate the clockwise torque produced by the (200 plus clamp) weight.
*Calculate the counter clockwise torque produced by the (150 plus clamp) weight.
*Determine the percent difference (the difference divided by the average).

Setup # 2

*Leave the clamp with the hook at the 10 cm. mark with the 150 grams on it.
*Move the 200 gram plus clamp to the 60 cm mark .
*Place a third clamp with 100 gram plus clamp at a point where the 200 and the 100 will balance the 150 gram on the other
 side of the meter stick.
*Calculate the clockwise torque produced by the (200 plus clamp) weight plus the (100 gram plus clamp) weight.
*Calculate the counter clockwise torque produced by the (150 plus clamp) weight.
*Determine the percent difference (the difference divided by the average).

Setup # 3

*Leave the clamp with the hook at the 10 cm. mark with the 150 grams on it.
*Remove the other clamps and weights.
*Slide the meter stick inside its supporting clamp to find the new location of support where it is balanced.
*Calculate the clockwise torque produced by the (mass of the meterstick * 980 cm/s ) weight located at its center of mass.#

*Calculate the counter clockwise torque produced by the (150 plus clamp) weight.
*Determine the percent difference (the difference divided by the average).
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Setup # 4

 Fulchrum not at the center of mass:
*Move the 200 gram weight to the 70 cm mark.
*Leave the 150 grams at the 10 cm mark on the meter stick.
*Determine the location where the clamp which is supporting the meter stick will again balance the meterstick.
*Calculate the clockwise torque produced by the meterstick and the 200 gram weight.
*Calculate the counter clockwise torque produced by the 150 gram weight.
*Determine the percent difference.

*Have the instructor check you calculations.
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         SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION

Purpose: to investigate the oscillatory properties of (1) a mass at the end of a spring and (2) a simple
pendulum.  Both systems are described by the frequency of the oscillation or the number of oscillation in a unit of
time (ex. 20 oscillations/second), the period of the oscillation or the time it takes for the object to make one
complete oscillation (the period is the inverse of the frequency  T = 1/f ), and  the amplitude of the oscillation (the
maximum distance from the equilibrium position - rest position).  In an idealized system with no friction, the total
energy of the system should remain constant, so that the Potential Energy + Kinetic Energy should always equal a
constant.

Apparatus:   Oscillation of a mass at the end of a spring

Part I: Mass - Spring System
Theory:
 When a spring is stretched or compressed it responds by pushing back with a force proportional to the

amount it has been stretched or compressed.  Mathematically, this is written as F = where is called the 5 B 5?
spring constant.  The spring constant is measured by adding weights to the end of the spring and measuring  ,?B
or how much the weight has stretched the spring.  Then  = F/   where F is the increase in weight, mg,  and 5 B B? ?
is the increase in the length caused by the increased force.
Record measurements and calculations in Data Table I.  Determine the average spring constant.

*You can create the above table in Excel using the IBM PC and then you can graph the m*g vs. x. ? ?

When the mass is attached to the end of the spring and set into oscillation, the force within the spring always
brings the mass back to its equilibrium position.  The number of oscillations the spring makes in a second is called
the frequency of the oscillation, .  The number of seconds it takes to make one complete oscillation is called its/
period, T.    =1/T  and T =2 m k/ 1 Î Þ

For the ideal massless spring m would be the mass of the object, but in real life the spring does have mass and
it is oscillating, so  m = mass  + Note that the amplitude is not found in the equation for the9,4/-> =:<381Þ

"
$7+==   

frequency or period so the frequency should not change with the amplitude of the oscillation.  Record
measurements and data in Data Table II.

Part II:    The Pendulum 
The frequency of the pendulum should depend on the length of the string and not the mass of the object.  For

the pendulum, the equilibrium position is the vertical position where the object would remain suspended at rest.
A small displacement from the vertical will cause the mg Sin  component of gravity to pull it back towards the)
vertical position.  he Sin  is approximately    So F = ma = mg   and  a =  , which yields aX Þ B) ?? ?B B

P P P
1

frequency,  =   Record measurements in Data Table III./ "
#1 g

L Þ
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

 Data Table I:
? ?m*g is obtained by subtracting the first value from the rest of the values.  The same thing is done for calculating x .

       A B C D E F
1 mass (gm)  m*g (dynes)    m*g    position (x)       x       k= mg/ x
2 50      ////// /////// ////////
3 100
4 150
5 200
6 250

? ? ? ?

{;plot a graph of    x   vs.  m*g  ,  use trendline to find the slope of the graph.? ?

Data Table II:       Time for 20 oscillations

A B C D E F G
1 Mass of Spr = (grams) k = ( average value of k)
2 Mass(obj) Mass(effect.) Ampl time. period Period (eq) % error
3 100 5 cm
4 200 5 cm
5 300 5 cm
6 400 5 cm
7 400 10 cm
8 400 15 cm

Questions:
 What would the slope be equal to, if you rearranged thePlot the period on the y-axis and the  on the x-axis.  7

equation T=  ? #1 m
k    

Data Table III: Period = time/20 osc

mass length time for 20 osc Period Period (equat.) % error
20 cm 5 cm
40 cm 5 cm
60 cm 5 cm
80 cm 5 cm
80 cm 10 cm
80 cm 20 cm
80 cm 40 cm

?B

Questions:
Did the amplitude of the oscillation have any effect on the frequency?
If you were to graph the period on the y-axis and the  on the x-axis, What would the slope be equal to?   T =P

21 P
1
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SOUND AND MUSIC (PASCO SCI)

INTRODUCTION
The Science Workshop Interface can produce output signals and monitor input signals at the same time. This activity

uses the interface to explore musical tones produced through the interface, sounds produced by a musical instrument, and
sound waves that YOU produce. Try the suggested activities to become familiar with the sound sensor.

Most of the sounds we hear are noises. The impact of a falling object, the clapping of hands, the sound of traffic, and
most of human speed are noises. Noise corresponds to an irregular vibration of the eardrum produced by some irregular
vibration source.

The sound of music has a different character, having more or less periodic tones produced by some regular vibration
source. (Of course, musical instruments can make noise as well!) A graph representing musical sounds has a shape that
repeats itself over and over again. Such graphs can be displayed on the screen of an oscilloscope when the electrical signal
from a sound sensor is measured.

Pythagoras found that notes played together on musical instruments were pleasing to the ear when the ratios of the string
lengths were the ratios of whole numbers. Galileo introduced the concept of frequency. A sequence of notes of increasing
frequency make up a musical scale. Many different scales exist. The simplest musical scale in many Western cultures is the
"just major scale" (for example,"do-re-mi-fa-so-la-ti-do"). In this scale, the ratio between frequencies of two successive notes
is 9:8, 10:9, or 16:15. For example, the ratio of "re" (297 Hz) to "do" (264 Hz) is 9:8 (or 1.125). Most music written in the
Western world uses the "even-tempered scale", which has thirteen notes and twelve intervals. The ratio between all
successive notes is exactly the same (1.05946).

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: sound sensor, musical instrument such as a recorder, guitar, or harmonica, Power Amplifier
(or an equivalent signal generator), speaker, optional tuning forks

PART A: GENERATING MUSICAL TONES
PROCEDURE
Setup:
1.   Connect the Sound Sensor to Analog Channel A. 2.   Connect the speaker to the Signal Output jacks on #1 of the 850

interface
3.   This document has a Scope display, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) display, and a Signal Generator window.  (Note:

To bring a display to the top, click on it or select the name of the display from the list at the end of the Display menu.)
4.  Arrange the sound sensor in front of the speaker so the sound sensor can detect the signal. Turn on the Power

Amplifier switch on the back panel.

Data Monitoring
(The Signal Generator is set to produce a sine wave at 264 Hz frequency and 0.62 V amplitude):
1.   Click "MON" to begin monitoring data. Data should appear in the Scope and FFT displays.

Measuring Frequencies
1.  The first Signal Generator frequency is 264 Hz ("do" on the "just major scale"). Hold the sound sensor near the

speaker.
2.    Examine the FFT display. Compare the value of the fundamental frequency in the FFT to the output frequency in

the Signal Generator. Use the Smart Cursor to measure the fundamental frequency in the FFT more accurately. (Note: to
improve the resolution of the Smart Cursor, expand the size of the FFT display.)

Adjusting Frequencies
1.    Click on the frequency in the Signal Generator to change the output frequency.
2.   Enter the next frequency on the first musical scale and hit enter.  Measure the frequency in the FFT display for each

note as before.  Repeat the process for the rest of the frequencies in the first musical scale.
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Diatonic C Major scale ("just major scale")
         do  = C =  264 Hz
         re  = D = 297 Hz
         me  = E =  330 Hz
         fa  = F =  352 Hz
         so  = G =  396 Hz 
         la  = A =  440 Hz 
         ti  = B = 495 Hz
         do  = C' =  528 Hz

3.    Repeat the process for the second musical scale (even-tempered scale).

Equal-tempered Chromatic scale
         C   = 262 Hz
         Csharp  = 277 Hz
         D   = 294 Hz
         Dsharp  = 311 Hz
         E   = 330 Hz
         F   = 349 Hz
         Fsharp  = 370 Hz
         G   = 392 Hz
         Gsharp  = 415 Hz
         A   = 440 Hz
         Asharp  = 456 Hz
         B  = 494 Hz
         C'   = 524 Hz
 
4.     When you have finished, turn off the Power Amplifier.

PART B: MONITORING A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
(This part may be easier to do with a partner who can run the computer while you play the musical instrument.)
1.   Use the musical instrument to play a single note (i.e., middle C) into the sound sensor.  Click on "MON" to begin

monitoring data.
2.    Examine the waveform of the musical sound in the Scope display.
3.   Measure the fundamental frequency in the FFT display. If the waveform has harmonic frequencies, use the Smart

Cursor to measure and record them as well.
4.    Repeat the process for a different note.

PART C: MONITORING THE HUMAN VOICE
1.    "Sing" a single tone into the sound sensor. Click on "MON" to begin monitoring data.
2.  Examine the waveform of your singing in the Scope display. Experiment by trying different vowel sounds at

approximately the same pitch. For example, switch from "OO" to "EE" to "AH" to"UU" to "AY". Try other mouth shapes.
3.    Measure the fundamental and harmonic frequencies in the FFT display.
4.  "Whistle" a single note into the sensor. Examine the waveform in the Scope and measure the fundamental and

harmonic frequencies in the FFT display.
5.    Change the pitch of your whistle. Examine the waveform and measure the frequencies.
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

ANALYSIS (GENERATING MUSICAL TONES)
1.    How do the notes in the diatonic scale sound compared to the notes in the chromatic scale?
2.    Do any of the notes in either scale have harmonic frequencies?

ANALYSIS (MONITORING A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT)
1.    Describe the waveform of a single note on the musical instrument. Does it have harmonic frequencies?
2.    If the note has harmonic frequencies, how does the value of each harmonic compare to the value of the

fundamental frequency?

ANALYSIS (MONITORING THE HUMAN VOICE)
1.    Describe the waveform of one of your singing tones. Does it have harmonic frequencies? How does it

compare to the waveform of a single note from the musical instrument?
2.    If the tone has harmonic frequencies, how does the value of each harmonic compare to the value of the

fundamental frequency?
3.    Which vowel sounds have the least complex waveform? The most complex?

-----------
NOTE: To hide this window, click on the Close box in the left end of the title bar. To see this window again,

select "Notes Window" from the Experiment menu.
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Standing Waves in a String

Date _______________  Course #______________       Instructor _______________
Group # _______                     Names ________________, ___________________, ______

Purpose: To verify the basic relationship between wavelength, frequency and velocity of waves
traveling along a string.

Diagram of apparatus:

Theory: A continuous disturbance propagated along the string is called a wave.  The wave appears as
a pattern of length, , traveling along the string with a velocity, v. Its maximum  (wavelength)-
displacement perpendicular to the direction of motion is called its . The particles of theAmplitude (A)
wave do not move forward but move up and down with a .frequency ( )/
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The wave travels with a speed that depends on the tension in the string and its linear mass density, ..

v =  J
.   The wave travels along the string and is reflected back when it reaches the end of the string.

The reflected waves traveling backward interfer with the waves traveling forward to produce a standing
wave pattern.  Standing wave patterns are formed only under very stringent conditions, the length of the
string must contain an interger number of half-wave patterns.  In this experiment, the  first pattern that
can be formed is at the fundamental frequency, where the string is vibrating as shown in the diagram.

The length of the vibrating string corresponds to half a wavelength. Notice that the ends of the string
do not oscillate up and down, these points are called  and the points in the center of the string withNodes
the maximum amplitude are called .AntiNodes

The velocity of a wave along a string is given by:

 v = the   = v.  Since the length of the section of string which is vibrating, L, equals J
. +8. - /

"
#- - / / ,   = 2 L.   Then,   = v/    so,

        =  .           Equation (I)/ " J
2 L 

.

The next frequency which produces a standing wave pattern in the string is the first overtone or the
second Harmonic frequency, notice that = 2 /2 /". 

Here it is seen that the length of the vibrating string corresponds to a full wavelength, ( ) so-
#
à
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-
#
=L.  Therefore,    =  , and  =      / /#

" J J
 L 2L

n 
. .n where n is the number of the harmonic.  So,

for higher harmonics, the frequencies which will cause a standing wave pattern are given by:
      / /n 1 =n .     (n=1, 2, 3,...) Equation (II)

Experimental procedure:
1. Open Capstone software. .
2. Tie a loop at each end of the string (whose linear mass density: = = 0.011g/cm.) Slide. 7+==

>9>+6 6/81>2

one loop over the clamped vertical rod. Pass the other end through the hole of the vibrator and over the
pulley at the end of the table.  Attach a 50 gram hook to the end of the string. Add 100 grams to the
hook to make a . total of 150 grams

3. Calculate the length of vibrating string for the fundamental frequency of 20 Hz.  Repeat the
calculation for 40 Hz, 60 Hz, 80 Hz,.

4. Place the vibrator at a distance from the pulley equal to the length calculated for 20 Hz.
5. Using the 850 interface, select frequency generator
6. Select Sin wave, frequency = 20 Hz, y= 4 volts.
7. Observe the pattern on the string. It should look like half of a sine wave.  Adjust the length until

you get the best pattern with the largest amplitude.  Measure and record the length of the half sine wave.
(Now double the fundamental frequency from the frequency generatorr....What is the pattern now?}
Repeat for the remaining frequencies.   Plot the frequencies vs 1/(measured length).

Now to verify the freqency's dependence on the  which should be proportional to the squaretension
root of the tension.

8. Using a length of 50 cm between the vibrator and the pulley, calculate what the tension should be
for a frequency of  20Hz, then 40 Hz  etc..   F = (4 L  ( ) so m = (4 L  ( )/g. / . /# # # #Ñ Ñ

9. Set the vibrator at this length for 20 Hz, place the necessary mass at the end of the string and
check. adjust the mass to obtain the maximum amplitude.. (keep the length at 50 cm)

10. Repeat for the remaining frequencies.
11. Graph the frequency vs the (  X/8=398Þ Remember tension = mg)

Now to verify the frequency's dependence on the linear mass density, . which should be.
proportional to 1/. Þ

12. Use a heavier strings of the same length,  measure its mass and length.
13. For the same tension , 200 grams * 980 cm/s  and length used in procedure #5 for 80 Hz,#

calculate the frequency for each of these "heavier" strings.    =  [ ]./
F  
2L

"
.

14 . Check the frequency, adjust if necessary for the largest amplitude,  Graph  frequency vs. [ ].."
.

Discussion of results:  Look at your graphs, For the first graph was the graph a straight line? (i.e. was
the Frequency proportional to 1/L)?  For the second graph was the frequency proportional to >/8=398
?    For the third graph was the frequency proportional to 1/ ..

How close was your data to the expected data?  What do you think was the souce of the defference
between your data and the expected data?

Conclusion:  Was the dependence of the fundamental frequency on the variables verified?
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AIR COLUMN RESONANCE    

Purpose: to determine the speed of sound within the air column by measuring the length of the air column
necessary for resonance at a fixed frequency.

 Apparatus:

                           
Theory:  Resonance should occur at lengths: /4 ,  3 /4,  5 /4  etc...- - -
             So that the distance between these lengths should equal /2.-

Procedure:
a. Carefully fill the tube with water from the supply bucket.
b. Place the tuning fork above the air tube with the lower tine 2 cm above the top.
c. Raise or lower the water level in the air tube until you hear the amplitude of the sound increase to a maximum.
Mark the water level in the tube with a grease pencil.  Continue lowering the water until you hear the next
maximum. Repeat.  You may get the third resonance but you probably will not get the fourth in which case you
will have to leave L blank? $ .
d. The distance between maxima is equal to /2.  Calculate the average .- -
e. Calculate the speed = f † -
f. Since the speed of sound in air depends on the temperature of the air, you can obtain a second value for the
speed of sound from the formula  v  331  .6 T      Find the % difference between the two values for theœ  C

velocity of sound.
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

 Temperature = ___ C        Velocity of sound from formula = 331 + 0.6 * T =  ______   m/s.      
Freq. (Hz)       d    d L(m)    =2* L(m)   *  =v   % 1 (m)  2 (m)  ? - ? - / ?

This experiment was done for a closed pipe.  How would you
construct the procedure to measure the harmonics in an open organ

pipe?   Make a diagram of your proposed apparatus and a
procedural list to carry out the experiment
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 LINEAR EXPANSION OF A METAL ROD    (WEAR GOGGLES)   

Purpose: To measure the coefficient of linear expansion for three different metal rods.

Apparatus:

Theory:  Most metals expand when heated.  Each linear dimension, length, width, height, radius or circumference will
increase with an increase in temperature.  The increase L is directly proportional to the original length, L of the rod and? 9ß
the size of the temperature increase, T.?

                 L =  L T? α ?9

Procedure:  Measure the T , L  for each rod9 9 Þ
1. Assemble the apparatus:  Carefully place one of the rods in the steam jacket for heating.
2. Measure the Initial using the ruler and circular dial at the end of the apparatus.  Screw the end screw in until the bulbB

lights up.  Read the ruler and circular dial, repeat three times. Record the average as the initial  measurement.  Back up theB
circular dial two rotations to give the rod room for expansion.

      
3. Carefully connect the steam generator to the steam jacket.  Allow the steam to heat the rod for 5 to
   10 minutes until the rod is at the temperature of the steam inside the jacket (you should see steam
  coming out of the outlet hose).  Screw in the circular dial until the light bulb lights up.  Measure the
   final measurement three times and record the average as the final   measurement.  Record theB B
  temperature of the steam inside the jacket.
4. Calculate  = .  This should be about 1 mm or a little more or less depending on the?B B  B0 3

  substance.  Calculate T = (T T .  Calculate the coefficient of thermal expansion from:? =>/+7 9 Ñ

        = Find the % error between your value and the accepted value.α ?
?
B

P X9

5. Cool down the steam jacket by running cold water through it.  (Turn off the generator, remove the
 rubber hose connected to the steam generator, remove the stopper holding the thermometer and
 using a beaker, pour cold water through the steam jacket.  MAKE SURE that there is a container to
 catch the water from the exhaust hose.
6. Repeat for the other two rods.
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

Table I:                    T = __________ °Ci

Metal   L      x    x    x   T   T % error
Aluminum 24E-6
Copper 17E-6
Brass 19E-6

o i f f expt accepted? ? α α
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                                     GAS LAWS

Part A: Boyle's Law.

     When the temperature of a gas is kept constant, the total pressure (gauge plus
atmosphere) varies inversely with the volume. The atmosphere pressure is measured
using a barometer, and the gauge pressure (pressure above or below atmospheric) is
measured using a pressure sensor. In this Lab, the volume is varied inside a syringe which
is attached to a pressure sensor that already takes atmosphere pressure into account. The
total pressure is measured by the sensor and displayed with Science Workshop.

Apparatus:

        

Procedure:

1. Open PASCO CAPSTONE.
2)  Select Hardware setup from the menu on the left of the screen
3) choose interface
4) Select 850 Universal Interface
5) an image of the 850 interface  will appear on the screen
6) click on the circle for analog input #1 on image of interface box
7) from the munu select Pressure Senser Absolute
8) on right menu select digital display; drag it to the center of the screen  

9) Click on <select Measurement>
10) Select Absolute Pressure (kPa)
11) Click Record (lower left in the screen) to begin collecting data

12. create a table in your data page.  Pressure and Volume
Volume (,12, 14, 16, 18, 20 cc)
13. Set the syringe to 16 cc, and then connect it to the pressure sensor.
14. Collect data and use  to graph Pressure vs. VolumeExcel
15) make a second graph of Pressure vs. 1/Volume.(Use  to display theTrendline

equation of the graph.)
16) The graph of total pressure vs. 1/volume should be straight line. The ideal gas law

states that PV=nRT.
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What is the slope of you graph? If you measured the temperature, you could find the
value of n, the number of moles of gas trapped in the closed section of the tube.
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Part B: Gay Lussac's Law:

            At constant volume, the pressure exerted by a given mass of gas is proportional
to its absolute temperature. If you graph total pressure vs. the temperature (?C), you
should get a straight line.

           "P =  Slope* Tc + Po" is the equation of a straight line where Po is the y-
intercept at temperature  0?C. If you then extend that line into unmeasured region of
lower temperature, you could find the temperature at which the absolute pressure would
eventually go to zero. This temperature is referred to as

Absolute Temperature (Ta) which should be -273 ?C. So, when you make P=0 in the
equation 0 =  Slope* Ta + Po,  where Ta is the temperature where P goes to zero. You
can then calculate Absolute Zero by solving for Ta. The slope and Po are obtained by
using the Trendline  feature for an Excel Graph.

Apparatus:

  

Procedure:

1. Open Pasco Capstone.
2. plug the absolute pressure sensor into Analog Channel A
3. plug the thermal sensor into Analog Channel B
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4. click on the Analog input B of the image (850 interface) a menu appears
5. choose Temperature sensor (type K)
6. drag a table icon to middle of screen.
7. Click on the <select Measurement> select Pressure Sensor Absolute  for column 1

8.  Click on the <select measurement> select  Temperature sensor (type K)
9.  (Start and Stop Condition is none.)on bottom left of center there is a Button labeled
   Pressure sensor Absolute with a small triangle on the right, click on the triangle select
   Temperature Senser with type K probe   Then to the right of that is 30 HZ click on the up arrow

until it becomes 30 sec.
10. Drag a graph into the middle of screen and click on <measurement> on x-axis and select

temperature sensor
11. Click on <measurement > y-axis select  pressure senser absolute

13. Connect the pressure sensor to the 250 ml flask. Place the flask into the water bath so that the top
is above water and the tube forscreen the pressure sensor is not touching any hot metal object or the hot
plate itself.

14. Use the test tube clamp to secure the temperature probe so that the bottom is two inches in the
water.

15. Turn on the hotplate and begin collecting data (about 10 reading.) (do not exceed 70°). Stir
water.

16.. Use  to graph total pressure (y-axis) vs. temperature (x-axis.). Use a . Then,Excel scatter graph
Use s feature to determine the equation that best fits your data.  (  one of the data pointsTredline click on
then  to  at the top of the screen and select trendline - this gives you the best line to fitgo tools menu
your data -  to  and have the equations displayed, which will give you the slope and the y-Go options
intercept.)

10. Use the slope and the y-intercept given by the tredline to calculate the value of the
Absolute Zero.
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

Data Table:
         Atmospheric Pressure = ___________cm Hg.          Convert to Pascal
                                           =___________Pa.
Volume (cc) Total Pressure (Pa)         P*V  1/Volume

Volume(cc) Total Pressure(Pa) P*V 1/Volume    
20
18
16
14
12

Was P*V = Constant? Use an Excel Spreadsheet to plot P = (slope) 1/V.

Temperature Total Pressure

Since you have only 6 or 7 data points in small section of the temperature range, do
not be surprised that your value for Absolute Zero is not perfect.

Calculate the value of absolute zero.   Calculate the % error
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    SPECIFIC HEAT OF A METAL     (WEAR GOGGLES)

Purpose: To determine the characteristic thermal properties of different materials.

Apparatus:

Theory:
 When two objects are brought into physical contact, the hotter object transfers heat to the colder object until they

both have the same temperature.  The sum of the heat loss (negative Q) by one object and the heat gain (positive Q) by? ?
the second colder object should add to zero.  The heat gained or lost by an object can be calculated from Q=c*m* T? ?
where  c is the specific heat of the object.   Hence,  Q Q? ?" # œ !

 - 7 ÐX  X Ñ  - 7 ÐX  X Ñ œ !" " 0 3 # # 0 3 ", if the metal is m and the water is m2

using the specific heat, c , for the water = 4186 joules/kg C, mass is in kilograms and temperature is in C.#
9 9

Procedure:
1. Measure the mass of the metal samples.
2. Submerge the metal cube supported by a string into the water and raise the temperature of the water in
 the beaker to 100°C  (measure the temperature of the hot water with your thermometer as you may
 choose to use 94 degrees instead of waiting for a full boil at 100).
3. Weigh the styrofoam cup.  Place 200 grams (approx.) of cold water into the styrofoam cup.  Weigh
 the stryofoam cup with the water.  Calculate the mass of water.
4. Measure the temperature of the cold water in the stryofoam cup.
5. Carefully transfer the metal cube from the beaker of hot water to the cup with cold water.  Do this
 in one smooth action trying not to waste time or spill the water.   !!BE CAREFUL
6. Measure the final temperature of the metal and the cold water.
7. Calculate the specific heat of the metal sample.  Determine the percent error.
8. Repeat the procedure for the second metal cube.

Analysis:
Estimate the experimental error in this procedure by (a) estimating the amount of hot water that may have been

transferred with the metal cube from the beaker of hot water (assume to be small about 0.5 grams).  Treat this as a Q  with? $

an initial temperature of  100 C.  What would be the new value for the specific heat of the metal cube?  What percent9

difference is this from your previous answer? (b) estimating the percent error in measuring the temperature.  The smallest
division on the thermometer is 1 C; if you can estimate to T= 0.2 C  (this is the amount your temperature measure may be9 9$
off by) and the temperature change was from 10 to 25 or T = 15.  So the percent error for this measurement would be?
$
?

T
T œ œ "Þ'Þ#

"& %  (c) estimate the percent error produced in measuring the mass of the water ( the smallest division on the
electronic balance is  m = 0.001 and m = 200 grams so the % error would be 00 %  which is too small to be$ $m

7 #!!
Þ!!"œ œ Þ !&

important).
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Then the total estimation of the % error from the limitations of the equipment would be:

For Q:  %.? Ð"Þ'Ñ  ÐÞ!!!&Ñ œ "Þ'# #

Compare this to the procedural error in transferring some water with the metal cube calculated in part (a)

Data Sheet: Name ___________________________ Lab Partners _______________ , __________

Specific Heat of Metal:

Mass of styrofoam cup: ____________  Mass of copper cube = ________________
Mass of styro cup + water: _________  
Mass of water: ______________   c  = 1.00 cal/gm Cwater

9

Initial temp of water: __________  Final temp of water + melted ice = __________

- 7 ÐX  X Ñ  - 7 ÐX  X Ñ œ !" " 0 3 # # 0 3
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   LATENT HEAT OF FUSION AND VAPORIZATION     (WEAR GOGGLES)

Purpose: to determine the latent heat of fusion for ice (80 cal/gm) and the latent heat of vaporization
for steam (540 cal/gm).

Apparatus:

Theory:
Latent Heat of Fusion:
 Heat is absorbed by the ice in melting Q = M L  from the warm water in the styrofoam? 0

container. The ice, after it has melted, absorbs more heat from the water to reach a final equilibrium
temperature with the "warm" water in the cup.  The ice has a positive change in energy while the water
has a negative change in energy (note: the two changes in energy should add to zero).

M        3-/ 0 7/6>/. 3-/ 3-/ 0 A+>/< A+>/< 0 3 7/6>/. 3-/P  - Q ÐX  !Ñ  - Q ÐX  X Ñ œ ! - =1 cal/gm°C

Procedure:  Measure the mass of the styrofoam cup.  Add 150 gm (approximately) of warm water
(25  approx.) to the cup.  Measure the mass of the cup plus the water.  Measure the temperature of the9

water inside the cup.  Using a paper towel to transfer ice cubes into the cup (so that you do not melt the
ice cubes in your hand) add about 10 grams of ice to the water in the cup.  Stir with the thermometer.
After the ice is melted, measure the final temperature and measure the mass of the ice + water + cup so
that you can determine the mass of the ice.    Calculate the Latent Heat of Fusion and compare with 80
cal/gm.
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Heat of Vaporization

Theory:  The heat released by the steam as it condenses at 100 C is given to the cool water (10 C).9 9

The steam, which is still at 100 C, releases more energy to the water as it cools to the equilibrium9

temperature.  The heat removed from the steam in condensing Q = M L  is a negative change of? @

energy for the steam, as is the heat removed Q=c m (T  from the condensed steam as it cools to?  "!!Ñ
equilibrium.

Q P  - Q ÐX  "!!Ñ  - Q ÐX  X Ñ œ !=>/+7 @ -98./8=/. =>/+7 = A+>/< A+>/< 383>3+6

Procedure:  Measure the mass of the empty styrofoam cup, add approximately 150 grams of cold
water (approx. 10 ).  Measure the mass of the cup with the water.  Measure the temperature of the9G
water (T ).383>3+6

Fill the steam generator with hot water to a depth of about 2 inches.  Put the rubber stopper in the top
of the steam generator. Connect the hose with the water trap to the steam generator. Turn on the hot plate
set to "3".   After about 5 minutes, you should see steam coming from the nozzel at the end of the hose.
Carefully using a paper towel to hold the hot hose (as protection from burns), insert the hose through the
hole in the cover of the styrofoam cup into the water.  After the temperature has risen to about 25 C or9

35 C, remove the hose.  Turn off the generator.9

Measure the equilibrium temperature of the water.
Measure the mass of the cup + water + steam and determine the mass of steam.
Calculate the latent heat of vaporization.
Find the percent error.
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Data Sheet: Name ___________________________ Lab Partners _______________ , __________

Latent Heat of Fusion:

Mass of styrofoam cup: ____________  Mass of cup + water + ice = ________________
Mass of styro cup + water: _________  Mass of ice = _______________
Mass of water: ______________   c  = 1.00 cal/gm Cwater

9

Initial temp of water: __________  Final temp of water + melted ice = __________

M        3-/ 0 7/6>/. 3-/ 3-/ 0 A+>/< A+>/< 0 3 7/6>/. 3-/P  - Q ÐX  !Ñ  - Q ÐX  X Ñ œ ! - =1 cal/gm°C

L     =f œ 
- Q ÐX !Ñ - Q ÐX X Ñ

Q
7/6>/. 3-/ 3-/ A+>/< A+>/< 30 0

ice

L  _______________                   % error =  _______f œ

Latent Heat of Vaporation:

Mass of styrofoam cup: ____________  Mass of cup + water + steam = ________________
Mass of styro cup + water: _________  Mass of steam = _______________
Mass of water: ______________   c  = 1.00 cal/gm Cwater

9

Initial temp of water: ___________  Final temp of water + condensed steam: ________

Q P  - Q ÐX  "!!Ñ  - Q ÐX  X Ñ œ !=>/+7 @ -98./8=/. =>/+7 = A+>/< A+>/< 383>3+6

L   ____________________________v Mœ œ- Q ÐX"!!Ñ- Q ÐXX Ñ-98./8=/. =>/+7 = A+>/< A+>/< 383>3+6

steam

L  __________________                     %Error = ____________________v œ
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       ELECTROPLATING

Purpose:  To measure the mass of metal deposited on the surface of a metallic sheet and, by measuring the current (rate of
flow of charge), to determine the .charge on an electron

Theory:  Electroplating is a technique which uses electrical energy to deposit a thin layer of metal on a conducting surface.
When an electrical potential difference is applied across two electrodes immersed in a salt solution, the ions in the solution
move to the electrodes carrying the opposite charge.  With a current I flowing during a time, t, the total charge transported to
each electrode ( Q = I * t ) equals the charge of the N ions (Q = N*v*e), where v is the valency of the ion and e is the charge
of the electron.  The  = Nm, where m equals the mass of one ion.  The ratio between thetotal mass of material deposited is M
total of charge and mass transported to each of the elecrtrodes is:

      Total Charge
Total Mass N m M

N v e I * tœ œ

 e =      where m =         v = 2I * t * m Atomic mass
M * v Avogadro's number

The accepted value for e is 1.6 x 10 coul.-19

Procedure:
To plate copper on the cathode, the anode must be copper and the salt solution (electrolyte solution) used is 20% CuSO , 14

%  H SO .  For simplicity in this experiment, both electrodes are made of copper.2 4

* Clean the copper electrode strips with 600 grit sand paper.  Mark one electrode (  and the other ( ).  Rinse the Ñ 
electrodes in a beaker of distilled water and dry with a paper towel.
* Weigh the electrodes carefully and record their masses in the table (do not confuse the negative with the positive!)
* Fill the beaker approximately 1/4 full with Copper Sulfate solution.
* Connect the circuit shown in Figure 1.  Have the instructor check your connections before plugging in the power supply.
The multimeter is used as the ammeter; select the ammeter function, then the maximum current of 10a (the 10A is printed in
red on the dial of the ammeter at about the "7 o'clock" position).

* Insert the electrodes into the CuSO  solution. Be careful of the solution, it contains a dilute amount of Sulfuric Acid.  It i4 s
corrosive so make sure you are wearing an .   Turn the power supply on and adjust voltage knob forapron and goggles
maximum and then adjust the current knob for 0.5 amp on the ammeter.
* Start the timer. Measure the current every 60 seconds; you should  swirl the solution to keep the concentration ofgently
ions uniform in the solution.
* After 10 minutes, turn the power supply off and remove the electrodes.  Dip the electrodes into the beaker of distilled water
to rinse off the CuSO  solution and then into the beaker of alcohol to remove the water.  Allow the alcohol to dry by4

evaporation before weighing the electrodes.  Record the values in the table.
* Calculate the average change of mass for the electrodes (should be the total mass deposited).
* Calculate the charge on an electron using the equation.
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

Data Table:
I = _________ Amp.             Atomic mass of copper = 63.546 amu
t = _________ Sec.               " +7? œ "Þ''!&$)($ "! O1#(

Valency of Cu (II) = 2
  
 Electrode (+) Electrode (-)

Initial Mass (grams)
Final Mass (grams)
Absolute value of difference

Average change in mass of electrode (M) = ___________ grams

Calculate the value for electron's charge below.  Also calculate the % error.
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ELECTRIC FIELD MAPPING 

Purpose: To measure the potentials established by two charged objects on the resistance paper; to map the equipotential and
the electric field lines produced; and to verify the potential distribution for the two charged "blobs" is that of two long rods.

Theory:  The concept of an electric field was introduced to simplify the calculation for the effect one charge or a collection
of charges would have on another charge in its (their) vicinity.  The presence of an already existing charge changes the
electrical nature of the space surrounding it.  The force another charge would experience when it is near the already existing
charge could be calculated from Coulomb's Law or from the electric field.  The electric field produced by the already
existing charge should be such that the force on another charge at a given point is proportional to the electric field there.  The
electric field is a vector quantity - it has both magnitude and direction.

 The most direct method of measuring the electric field at some point would be to measure the force on a test charge
placed at this point in space.  However, this is very difficult to do.  It is easier to measure the voltage (potential) at different
points and to calculate the electric field from them ( E =   ). ?

?
V
x

 
    Figure 1.
Materials and Methods:
 In this experiment, you will use a digital multimeter to measure the potentials on a sheet of resistance paper.  The
resistance paper consists of a thin conductive coating of carbon bonded to an insulating backing, having uniform resistance
per unit area.  Metallic conductors, charged objects, can be simulated by painting the object onto the resistance paper using
silver paint.  If two or more such objects are painted on the resistance paper, current will flow between them through the
resistance paper.  The potentials between the two objects will be intermediate between the potential of each object.  We can
measure the potential of each point on the resistance paper by touching the probe of the multimeter (set for volts) to the
surface of the paper.
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 By connecting points of equal potential, we form equipotential lines from which we can determine the electric field.  The
direction of the electric field is in the direction of the most rapid decrease of the potential - the electric field is always
perpendicular to the equipotential lines.  The magnitude or strength of the electric field is a measure of how fast the potential
is changing (  E = V/ x ).? ?
Hence the field is strongest where the equipotential lines are closest together and weakest where they are farthest apart.  In
Figure 2.a, the equipotential lines (dotted lines) and the electric field lines (solid lines) are drawn for two equal but opposite
circular charges.  In Figure 2.b, the lines are drawn for two parallel sheets of opposite charge.

 Figure 2.a Figure 2.b

 The silver circles on the resistance paper represent a cross section of two long parallel rods or cylinders and the potential
field produced by the charged circles on the resistance paper will resemble that produced by the charged rods.  For the
charged rods, the potential at a point in the space surrounding them is given by the equation:
  V  = C  Ln (R /R )  Cp 1 2 1 2

where C  and C  are constants ( C  is the slope and C  is the y intercept of the V vs. Ln(R /R ) ), R  is the distance from the1 2 1 2 2 1 2

positively charged circle to the point with voltage,V , and R  is the distance from the center of the negatice circle to the poip 1 nt
with the voltage, V .p

  
Procedure:
* Set up the apparatus as shown in Figure 2.
* Set the multimeter for 10 volts.
* Adjust the power supply for 10 volts.
* Connect the ground lead of the multimeter to the negative of the power supply.  The probe is used to measure the potential
of the points on the paper.  The resistance paper is provided with a grid of dots one centimeter apart.  The data paper
provided also has a grid of circles into which you can write the voltage of the corresponding point of the resistance paper.
You can plot the potential field and estimate the location of the equipotential lines on the data sheet.  Do not mark on the
resistance paper, and be especially careful not to scratch the resistance paper with the probe.
* Each group should do a charged circle sheet and a parallel plate sheet.  You will have to exchange boards with other
groups.
** On each data sheet, sketch the  and the  similar to that shown in Figures 1.a and 1.b.electric field lines equipotential lines
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  Figure 3. insert data into circles in data sheet)Ð

Analysis of data:

 
     Figure 4.

* On the data sheet for the circles to draw the equipotential line for 8 volts as in the figure above, there are fewbe careful 
circles with exactly 8 volts in many cases you need to estimate where 8 volts is ( like between 8.2 and 7.8) and draw your
equipotential line where you estimate it should be.  Then draw a 6 volt and a 4 volt and a 2 volt equipotential line.  Finish the
sketch by drawing the electric field lines in a different color pencil such that it leaves the circle at right angles and crosses
each equipotential line at right angles.  Simular to  Figure 2a.

* Identify the major sources of error in this experiment.
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

Data Page: Electric Field Mapping

Part I:  Two parallel sheets  (capacitor)

a) does the electric potential (voltage) decrease in a regular way from the positive to the negative
electrode?     What is the voltage drop per meter?    E =  = ____________ volts/m?

?
Z
 x

b) Are the equipotential lines parallel to the two electrodes?
c) Do any two equipotential lines cross each other?
d) Are the electric field lines perpendicular to the equipotential lines?

Part II   The two parallel rods, one charged positively the other negatively.
a) Are the equipotential lines symmetric about the rods?
b) Do any two equipotential lines cross each other?
c) Are the electric field lines perpendiculat to the equipotential lines?
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DIRECT CURRENT CIRCUITS

Purpose: Ohm's Law  Verify  as applied to a single resistor or combinations of resistors.

Theory for a single resistor: If a potential difference is maintained between the two ends of a conductor, a current, I, flows
from the higher potential to the lower potential.  For most conductors (linear), V and I are proportional to each other.     ?V
œ  R I    where V is in volts, I is in amps and the resistance, R, is in Ohms.  This is .Ohm's Law

Apparatus:

Procedure:

Do not plug in the power supply until you are told to do so!

1. Identify the 1000  resistor by the colored rings on the resistor: Brown Black Red.   (Brown = 1.....Black = 0...... so thatH
gives your 10 as the first two digits and Red = 2 (which is the exponent for the power of ten) now you have 10 x 10 , which#

is 1000.)  There should be a sheet with a complete color code giving the number equivalent for each color.

2.  Study the multimeter; there are three selections: Ohms, Volts, Amps.  Depress the Ohms button to use the multimeter as
an OHMmeter to measure resistance.  Insert a wire with a "banana plug" at one end and an "alligator clip" at the other end
into the socket marked   and a second wire into the socket marked "Com".   Since you will measure the resistance of a 1H
k , depress the range buttom for 2 K .  Connect the alligator clips on opposite ends of the resistor and measure itsH H
resistance.  Record its value in Table I.

3. Set the multimeter to , and the 20 volt range.Volts

4. Set the second multimeter to  and the 200 ma range.Amps,

5. Connect the circuit as shown in Figure 1.

6. Have the instructor check the circuit -  you should have the voltage dial on the power supply set at zero and the current
dial set on maximum (fully clockwise).

7. After having it checked, turn on the power supply.  Watch the ammeter.  Increase the current to 1 ma. and measure the
voltage with the voltmeter.  Record the current and the voltage in Table I.  Increase the current to 2 ma. and measure the
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voltage.  Continue to increment the current in 1 ma steps up to 8 ma.  Then turn down the power supply to zero volts and turn
it off.

8. Locate the  2000 , 3000 , 3900 , 5100   resistors.H H H H

9. Replace the 1000  resistor with the 2000  resistor  and measure the current for a voltage of 10 v.   Repeat for the otherH H
resistors and record the results in Table 2.  Do not forget to include the previous measurement for the 1000   at 10 v.H

Analysis:
1. Plot the voltage (y-axis) and the current (x-axis) from the data in Table I.
2. Determine the slope of the graph (it should equal the value of the resistor - Why?).

3. Plot the Current (y-axis) and  (x-axis) from the data in Table 2.1
Resistance

4. Determine the slope of the graph (it should equal the value of the voltage - Why?).
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Purpose for series resistors: Verify that the voltage across all the them is the sum of the voltages across each of them and
that the total Voltage is equal to the total resistance x current.

Theory for resistors connected in series: When resistors are connected in series they are placed end to end as in a chain or
like box cars on a train.  The current that leaves one resistor enters the next resistor in the chain, hence all resistors will have
the same current passing through them.  The total voltage across all the resistors is the sum of the voltage across each of
them.     Their total resistance is  R   R  + R  + R  + ... + R .s 1 2 3 nœ
The total resistance is often called the equivalent resistance.

Apparatus:

Procedure:
1. Set up the circuit as illustrated in the figure above.  Have it check by the instructor!
2. Increase the voltage across the three resistors to 10 v.
3. Measure the current going to the series combination of resistors.
4. Measure the voltage across each of the resistors.
5. Record all measurements in a Data Table III.
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Purpose for Parallel Resistors: Verify the voltage is the same for all the resistors connected in parallel, that the sum of the
currents in each of the resistors is equal to the total current entering the combination.

Theory:

     Figure 3

In Figure 3, the resistors are connected in parallel.  Note the current splits at point "a" and some of it goes through R and th1 e
remainder goes through R .  The total current is the sum of the current flowing through each of them:   I   I  + I .  Since2 p 1 2œ
the top end of R  and R  are connected to the same potential, V , and the bottom of each is connected to the same potential,1 2 a

V , then the potential difference across each resistor is the same, V   V   V.   Then,b a b œ
 I  I  + I      +   V (  + ).    Hence    +  .œ œ œ œ1 2

V V 1 1 1 1 1
R R R R R R R1 2 1 2 p 1 2

Apparatus À

Procedure:
1. Connect the circuit as shown in the diagram above.  Note how the current splits at the " " input plug of the multimeter
used as an ammeter: some of the current going to the resistor in the board while the rest goes through the ammeter
(measuring the current) before it goes to the second resistor in the board.
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2. Measure the voltage across each resistor using the voltmeter.
3. Record the current  and the voltage in each resistor in a TABLE.
4. Interchange the resistors and remeasure the current and the voltage.
Analysis:
 Sum the currents in each resistor and compare the sum with the total current that enters the set of parallel resistorsÞ
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

Data Table I:  Measuring resistance with an ohmmeter
Color code resistance resistance

from color from ohmmeter
brown-black red
red-black-red
orange-black-red
orange-white-red
green-brown-red

Table II    Ohm's law condition    Current proportial to Voltage

A B C  
1 Voltage (v) Resistance
2 Current (a) for 1000  resistor = V/I
3 1.0
4 2.0
5 3.0
6 4.0
7 5.0
8 6.0
9 7.0
10 8.0

H

Data Table 2
Voltage = 10 v.

Resistance (ohms) Current (a) 1/Resistance
1000
2000
3000
3900
5100

For the Series Circuit:
Analysis:  Add the voltages for the three resistors and compare the sum with the voltage across the combination.
Measured          Measured
V _________________     I = ______________      R = _________    R = ________   R = __________= = " # $œ
       measured measured measured
       V = _________    V = ________   V = __________" # $

I  V /R = ______             I = V = _____             I =  V = ______              V V V _____" " " # # # $ $ $ " # $œ ÎV ÎV   œ
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Are the three currents the same ? _________          Does the sum of the measured voltages across each resistor equal
V ____   ?= œ

If you add the three resistances, the sum should be equal to the equivalent total resistance = _____________
If you multiply the equivalent resistance times the current, does the product equal V ____   ?= œ

For the Parallel Circuit:
Analysis:  Calculate the current in each resistor from ( I = V/R).
Add the currents for the three resistors and compare the sum with the total current entering the combination.

V _________________     I = ______________      R = _________    R = ________   R = __________= = " # $œ

       V = _________    V = ________   V = __________" # $

I  V /R = ______             I = V = _____             I =  V = ______              I I I _____" " " # # # $ $ $ " # $œ ÎV ÎV   œ
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Resistor Color Codes:

 Bands 1 & 2   Band 3    Band 4
Color  Number  Color  Multiplier Color Tolerance 
Black  0  Black  1  Silver +/- %"!
Brown  1  Brown  10  Gold +/- 5%
Red  2  Red  100
Orange  3  Orange  1000
Yellow  4  Yellow  10000
Green  5  Green  100000
Blue  6  Blue  1000000
Purple  7
Gray  8
White  9  
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JOULE HEATING

Purpose: To measure the Electrical Energy transferred to a container of water and compare this
value measured electrically with the value of the heat absorbed by the water.

Apparatus:

  

Theory:   Electrical Power  Voltage  Currentœ ‡
  Electrical Energy Power  Time œ ‡ œ Z ‡M‡>

Heat energy absorbed by the water, cup, and the heating element:
? ?Q c m T  heat used to heat the water  c  4.186 joules/gm C" " " " "

9œ œ
? ?Q c m T  heat used to heat the heating unit  c  0.460 joules/gm C  m =160 gm.2 2 2 2 2œ œ 9

#

? ?Q c m T  heat used to heat the cup  c  0.0419 joules/gm C3 3 3 3 3œ œ 9

The total heat absorbed from the electrical heater: Q Q Q Q? ? ? ?œ  " 2 3

The electrical energy in joules should equal the total heat absorbed by the objects when measured in
joules.

Procedure:
1. Assemble the apparatus (circuit) as shown in Figure 1.
2. Weigh the empty styrofoam cup, then the cup with 150 grams of cold water (15 C approx.).9

3. Place the heater in the water and measure the initial temperature.
4. Connect the heater to 5 volts DC output on the power supply.
5. Turn the power switch to on and start the stop watch at the same time.
6. After the temperature has risen to 25 C, turn the power supply off using the switch.9

7. Wait two minutes before reading the final temperature - stir the water with the thermometer before
measuring T .0
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Data Sheet Name _______________________________     Date ____________             Group # ____

Lab Partners _______________,___________________

Analysis:  Calculate the percent difference between the heat generated by the electrical heater in
joules and the heat absorbed by the objects in joules.  The ammeter and voltmeter are accurate to 3%.  So
the estimated experimental error in the electrical energy due to the precision of the equipment is
approximately % So the Electrical energy, E = has a range of acceptable values$  $ œ % Z ‡M‡>ß# #

within $I œ !Þ!% ‡IÞ

The estimated experimental error in the thermal energy absorbed is due mostly to the temperature
where T in any measurement is 0.2 C  and the T is approx.  10 so the estimated % error for each$ ?9 9G
?Q is  % each.$

?
T
T œ œ #Þ#

"!

However, since 2% of each Q adds to a total uncertainty in Q, which is the range in the? $ U

absorbed heat.

Mass of styrofoam cup = __________grams           specific heat = 0.921 joules/gm C
Mass of cup + water = ___________grams  
Mass of water = ____________grams   Sp ht. = 4.186  joules/gm C
Initial Temp = ________ C            Final Temp = __________ C

? ?Q c m T = _______________ heat the water  c  4.186 joules/gm C" " " " "
9œ œ

? ?Q c m T =_______________ heat the heating unit  c 0.460 joules/gm C  m =160 gm.2 2 2 2 2œ œ 9
#

? ?Q c m T =_______________ heat used to heat the cup  c  0.0419 joules/gm C3 3 3 3 3œ œ 9

Current = ___________  a.           Voltage = ____________ v.          Power = I*V = ______
Energy = P*t = ________________ joules

Does ?  That is do the two ranges overlap sufficiently to say they are theI I œ U U $ $

same?
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CAPACITORS - RC CIRCUITS

Purpose: To determine the relaxation time constant for a RC circuit.

Theory: A capacitor is constructed by placing a sheet of insulating material between two sheets of conducting material.  The
capacitor has the ability to store charge; the amount of stored charge is directly proportional to the voltage on the two
conducting sheets, where the proportionality constant, C, is called the capacitance.

Q  C V  (A)œ †
    The basic unit of capacitance, C, is called the farad which is defined as the capacitance necessary to store one coulomb of
charge at a potential difference of one volt.  For practical purposes, the microfarad is used; this can be written as either F . or
as MFD and is one millionth of a farad.
    The way in which charge is stored on a capacitor or removed from a capacitor is very interesting.  To see this, study the
circuit shown in Fig. 1, as the switch is closed then opened.

 
 Fig. 1
When the switch, S, is closed, positive charge flows onto the upper surface of the capacitor and negative charge to the lower
surface.  As more and more charge is placed on the upper surface, the charge already there opposes additional positive
charges, thus slowing down the rate of accumulating charge (i.e. current in the branch containing the capacitor).  The current
in the branch stops when the capacitor is fully charged (i.e. when the voltage across the capacitor is equal to that of the
battery).
      When the switch, S, is opened, the positive charge is forced off the upper surface through the resistor, R, and to the
negative lower surface.  As more and more positive charge leave the upper plate, there is less force of repulsion by the
remaining charge and thus the rate of charge leaving the upper plate slows down (i.e. the current through the resistor
decreases with time).  The current through the resistor will depend on the voltage across the capacitor.

I            (B)œ V
R

    Since the current is the rate of flow of charge which will equal the rate of loss of charge from the capacitor,
dQ
dt    I     (C)œ 

    Combining the above equations (A), (B) and (C) we  get:
dq
dt RC

Q     œ 

The solution to this differential equation is:
Q  Q  eœ o

-t/RC

where Q  is the original charge on the capacitor at t  0 sec.o œ
 The charge on the capacitor decreases expotentially with time and with the product RC.  RC, often called the
relaxation time, determines the rate of discharge for the capacitor.  When t  RC, the capacitor is reduced to approximatelyœ
37% of its initial charge.  In measuring the relaxation time, it is more convenient to measure the time it takes for the capacitor
to decrease its charge to half its initial value, the half life, T .1/2

e   1/2-T /RC1/2 œ

RC  T  / Ln 2  1.4425 Tœ œ1/2 1/2
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Procedure A:

1. Set up the circuit shown in Fig. 2 with the power supply set for 3.0 volts (measure this before connecting the power supply
to the rest of the circuit).

   

Before charging of the capacitor, connect both wires from the breadboard to the negative of the Amplifier.  The time
constant,   RC, determines the time needed to charge or discharge to 63% of maximum.  A good selection of values7 œ
would be:
R = 2,000  0hm,  C = 0.1 F; this will give you a time constant of 0.0002 seconds..
You can connect a voltmeter to the capacitor, starting with it uncharged. use a stopwatch to measure the time it takes to
charge to half of maximum ( 4 volts).  This is the half life.  the time constant is   = 1.4425 * T      . . . Try it ! !7 half

Also after it is charged to maximum, measure the time it takes to discharge to half its maximum.   Is it the same as when you
charged it?    Now compare  your measured time constant   with the produce of R*C .     What is the % error?7

Now to verify that it is an expotential growth and expotential decay, we will need the voltage as a function of time.
*Open Capstone Interface
*on the left sde of screen select hardware   Select Universal interface
*.the image of your Universal interface appears on your screen, click on analog port A    a menu appears select  Voltage
sensor.
* on the left there is an icon Signal Generator, click on the signal generator,  near the top it says Sine Wave with an arrow to
the right of the box.  Click on the arrow and select positive square wave.
 below   turn it on.select 160 hz  and  5 volts.
* Now return to the image of the universal interface and click on the second analog port B   select Voltage sensor.
* near the bottom of te screen to the right of power amplifier  .select 40 kHz for sample rate
** Select the graph icon to the right on the bottom of the graph select TIME measurement  on the y-axis either on the right or
left select Voltage.

.WIRE THE CIRCUIT
1. connect the resistor and capacitor in series with the capacitor towards the negative of the power output #1.
2. Connect the voltage probe to the Analog "A" socket in the Universal interface.
3. Connect the aligator clips to the capacitor (make sure the black is connected to the negative side of the capacitor)4.
connect using banana-banana wires the breadboard to the output #1.

  You are now ready to collect data.   On the bottom of the screen is a record red button.  Click on it and  1 second later click
on it to turn it off.
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Analysis of Data:  Using the mouse click and hold one of the numbers on the x-axis now drag it to the right. repeat the
process until the numbers become like 0.002 sec    and your graph has a charging and discharging pattern.   (see if you can
print this graph)
2. to measure the maximum voltage, use the   ( six tool counting from the left on top of the graph.  (lookscoordinates tool
like a cross).
3. place it on the top of the graph and it measures the maximun voltage.
4. place it at the start of the charging process and get the starting time, t1.
5. Use your calculator to calculate   0.63* Vmax = V,  now place the tool on the graph at this voltage and it gives the time
when this voltage is reached. t2
6. now calculate the time constant   = t2 - t1.7
7. calculate the % error.

1.  click on the data table.
    You should be able to see the capacitor charge and discharge on the graph.
From the table you should be able to divide the data into two sets (set I is the charging process); calculate the natural log of
the (maximum voltage  voltage); and then plot a second graph for the charging process with ln (V     V) (y-axis) vs. time o

(x-axis).  You will have to adjust the time so that it starts with t = 0 sec

The slope should be VGÞ

 (set II is the discharge).  Calculate the ln V and plot a graph of  ln V vs. time.  Again adjust the time to start at t = 0 sec.

The slope should be VGÞ
.
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   E/M  EXPERIMENT

Purpose: To determine the ratio of the Charge to Mass for an electron using a magnetic field to bend
the electron into a circular orbit.

Apparatus:

 

Theory:   The electron is accelerated across the potential difference provided by the high voltage
power supply #2.     q V =   eq. A? "

#
#7@

Then the electron's trajectory is bent into a circle by the magnetic field.   qvB = eq. B mv#

V

Solve for v in eq. A: v = and substitute into eq. B #
7

q V?

;FV œ 7 #
7

q V?

;
7 FV

#œ ?V
( )#  The magnetic field is determined by measuring the current into the coils:

   B = 7.8 x 10 Teslas% ‡ M

The charge on the electron is x  coul, and the mass is 9.1 x 10 kg,; œ "Þ' "!"* $"

so the value of  x 10 coul/kg.;Î7 œ "Þ(' ""
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Procedure:   The equipment will be wired and ready to go.  Turn on both power supplies.
The power supply #1 controls the magnetic field, given by the equation B = 7.8 x 10% ‡ M X/=6+=

where  is the current in amps.  Then turn on the standby switch and increase the accelerating voltage toI
90 volts.   Increase the current in the magnetic field until the electron's orbit is about 5 cm in radius,
read the mirror ruler in the back of the tube.  You want to view the ruler perpendiculary (close one eye,
look at the beam and the reflection of the beam in the ruler...move your head from side to side until the
beam is directly in front of the refection).  , determine the magnetic field,Measure the current
measure the voltage measure the radius, ,  now calculate the ratio of q/m from the equation.

Increase the voltage to 120 volts and repeat.
Increase the voltage to 140 volts and repeat.
Increase the voltage to 160 volts and repeat.

Make a table of your results.  Determine the percent error.
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     AC CIRCUITS  

Purpose: To measure the voltage across different circuit devices in response to an alternating voltage source.

Theory:  Study the circuit diagram in Figure 1.  Realizing that the voltage on the capacitor depends on the amount of charge
on the plates, if the amount of charge varies because of the variation of the current from the generator (shown as a sine wave
in the figure) then the voltage on the capacitor will vary as a sine wave does also.  At time t = a on the graph, the top plate of
the capacitor is charged negatively and the bottom plate is charge positively;  the current flows from the positive lower plate
to the negative upper plate.  By the time t = b, all of the positive charge on the lower plate has been removed and the
capacitor is uncharged (has zero voltage).  Then from time t = b to time t = c, the current continues to flow clockwise in the
circuit, charging the upper plate positively and the lower plate negatively.  Hence at time t = c, the capacitor is again fully
charged having its maximum voltage, whereas the current reached its maximum at time t = b, one quarter of a cycle before
the capacitor had its maximum voltage.  Therefore the voltage on the resistor (which is in phase with the current) has its
maximum 90° before the capacitor reaches maximum (i.e. they are not in phase with each other).
 The combined voltage, (resultant), is found from:
  V   V   VRC R Cœ  # #

  Figure 1.
 (The oscilloscope is shown for measuring the voltage across the capacitor; to measure the voltage across the resistor,
interchange the resistor with the capacitor.)

 The capacitor has an effective resistance to an alternating current called the capacitive reactance, X .C

 X               X       or     X   ( )  RC C C
1

2 fC I V
V Vœ œ œ †1

C C

R

Note: ground (negative) of the oscilloscope ground (negative) signal generator Since the  must be connected to the  of the ,
you must rearrange the connections of the circuit so that the ground are connected together.

Procedure:

Open Pasco Capstone

Click on the yellow circle of Analog A:  select Voltage Sensor

Connect red banana plug into the positive of the power output #1  and connect the other end to the board.  The
resistor is connected to the positive.
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Connect black banana plug into the negative of the 850 interface power output #1, and the other end to the board.
The capacitor is connected to the negative.  Use jumper wire to complete the circuit connecting the resistor to the
capacitor.

Plug the Voltage sensor plug into the Analog A input of the 850 interface. Connect the black alligator clip to the
negative side of the capacitor.  Connect the Red Alligator clip to the positive side (closest to resistor).

* , con. . Set the signal generator for sine wave and a frequency of 100 Hz and the am,plitude . 10 volts
* Drag the  probe from the  to the center of screen.oscilloscope  right menu
*   (this establishesSet the horizontal sweep of the osc. for 1 msec/cm  ( 1 x 10  sec)  and the vertical input for 1 volt/cm-$

the vertical  (voltage) and horizontal (time)  scales for the graph which appears on the screen  of the oscilloscope); .
* Have the instructor check your circuit.
* Turn on the signal generator; a sine wave should appear on the screen.  Use the vertical position adjustment  (next to the
vertical input) to orient the horizontal axis of the graph in the center of the screen.
* Measure the amplitude, V , (the maximum height of the sine wave); check the vertical scale knob since this is a graph.C

Then record this voltage in the table.  Change the frequency of the frequency generator and measure the voltage across the
capacitor for all the required frequencies.
* Connect the resistor where the capacitor is and move the capacitor to where the resistor was (they should change places).
The voltage sensor. should be connected across the resistor now.  Measure the voltage across the resistor, V ,  for all theR

frequencies.
* Connect the (+) probe of the oscilloscope to the other side of the capacitor so that both the resistor and the capacitor are
between the (+) and the alligator clip (-) of the oscilloscope (the osc. will now measure the combined voltage of the resistor
and capacitor, V ).  Change the frequency of the sig. gen. to 100 Hz. and measure the combined voltages for allRC

frequencies.

* Calculate the V  + V     V  calculated and enter this value in the table. # #
R C RCœ

* Calculate the % difference between the measured and calculated V .RC

* Calculate X   (V /V ) RC C Rœ †
* Calculate C  1/(2 fX ).  Is this value constant for all frequencies?œ 1 C

Resistor and Inductor
 
Theory: The inductor's voltage depends on the rate of change in the current.  This occurs at points a and c.  So once again
the voltage on the device is 90° different from that of the current (voltage in the resistor).
 Hence the combined voltage, V   V   V  .RL R Lœ  # #

  Figure 2.
 (The oscilloscope is shown for measuring the voltage across the inductor; to measure the voltage across the resistor,
interchange the resistor with the inductor.)

 The effective resistance of an inductor is called the inductive reactance,  X .   X  = 2 fL       x =( )  RL L L
V
V1 L

R
†

  
Procedure:
* Set the generator for sine wave and a frequency of 1000 Hz.
* Connect the alligator clip from the oscilloscope probe to the side of the inductor which is connected to the ground of the
signal generator  and the tip of the probe (+) to the other end of the inductor.  Set the horizontal sweep knob of the osc. for
1 msec/cm Vertical input for 1 volt/cm ( 1 x 10  sec)  and the -$
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* Have the instructor check your circuit.
* Turn on the power for the osc. and the sig. gen.  A sine wave should appear on the screen.
* Measure the amplitude, V .  Then record this voltage in the table.  Change the frequency of the frequency generator andL

measure the voltage across the inductor for all the required frequencies.
* Interchange the connections to the resistor and inductor from the generator.  The osc. should be connected across the
resistor now. Measure the voltage across the resistor, V ,  for all the frequencies.R

* Connect the (+) probe of the oscilloscope to the other side of the inductor so that both the resistor and the inductor are
between the (+) and the alligator clip (-) of the oscilloscope (the osc. will now measure the combined voltage of the resistor
and inductor, V ).  Change the frequency of the sig. gen. to 2000 Hz. and measure the combined voltages for allRL

frequencies.

* Calculate the V  + V     V  calculated and enter this value in the table. # #
R L RLœ

* Calculate the % difference between the measured and calculated V .RL

* Calculate X   (V /V ) RL L Rœ †
* Calculate L=X /2 f .  Is this value constant for all frequencies?L 1

 RLC Circuit
 
Theory: Wire the circuit as shown in Figure 3.  Measure the voltage across the resistor and vary the frequency of the
generator.  When the voltage of the inductor is equal and opposite to the voltage of the capacitor, they offset each other and
the voltage of the signal generator goes to the resistor, giving the resistor its maximum voltage.  The frequency at which the

resistor has its maximum voltage is called resonant frequency.  Resonant frequency =  .  Monitor the voltage across1 1
2 LC1


the resistor while you change the frequency; determine the frequency where the resistor has its maximum voltage.  Determine
the period of the sine wave using the oscilloscope, then calculate the frequency = .  Compare this measured frequency with1

T
the calculated frequency.  Then determine the frequency where the V  is  of its maximum voltage.  Then determine theR

1
2

frequency where the V  is  of maximum.R
1
4

   Figure 3.
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Data Table I
Frequency V V calc. % diff X = (V )*R      C     
(Hz) volts volts volts volts ohms Farads
100
200
300
400
500
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000

- V VG -Z Z ÎZRC c R

Data Table II
Frequency V V calc. % diff X = (V )*R      L     
(Hz) volts volts volts volts ohms Henries
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
10000
20000
30000
4000

L L RL L L RZ Z ÎZV V

0
50000

Data Table III
Resonant Frequency = ...................Hz       Voltage across Resistor =  ...........v.
Freq. at 1/2 Max. = ....................Hz         Freq. at 1/2 Max. = ....................Hz
Freq. at 1/4 Max. = ....................Hz         Freq. at 1/4 Max. = ....................Hz
Calculated Resonant Frequency = _________Hz        % diff. = ________
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RAY OPTICS AND LENSES

Purpose: The general concept that light travels in straight lines except when it is reflected from a surface or refracted as it
passes from one material into a second different material is to be examined.  Then the laws of image formation from mirrors
and lenses is checked for convex and concave mirrors and lenses.

Theory:
a) For reflection from a surface, the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection (both angles are measured with
respect to the perpendicular to the surface).

b) For refraction: the phenomena of refraction (when a beam of light passes from one substance into a second substance of
different optical density) is described by Snell's Law:  n n where  n  is the index of refraction (a measure of" " # #W38 œ W38) ) 1

the optical density of the material).

c) A prism:  Different colors of light have different wavelengths and the index of refraction is slightly different for each
color.  So when the light enters the glass at an angle each color is refracted at a slightly different angle, and if the glass were
wide enough you could see them separate before the beam reached the other side of the glass where the second refraction
would refract them parallel to each other.  The different colors would be refracted parallel because the right side of the glass
is parallel to the left side.  But if the right side was not parallel to the left, the second refraction would not cause the different
colors to merge back together but to continue to separate until the separation would be visible and each of the colors would
be distinguishable; this is called a spectrum.
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d) Concave Mirror:  Insert the slide with the three slits in front of the light souce, then adjust the light to make the three
beams parallel.  Since the beams will be reflected so that the angle of incidence = the angle of reflection, the beams will be
refected through a common point called the focal point.  The distance from the focal point to the mirror is called the focal
length  which is half of the radius.

 

e) Convex Mirror:  The three parallel beams of light are reflected from the surface of the convex mirror such that the angle of
incidence = the angle of reflection.  Here the reflected beams are seen to deviate from the principle axis (they are spreading
apart not being focused to a point).  However, the reflected beams seem to be dispersed from a common point behind the
mirror.  This is its focal point; and the distance from the mirror to the point is the focal length (considered negative) and is
half the radius.

f) Convex Lens:  The three beams are refracted by the optically denser glass of the lens and are seen to be focused to a point
called the focal point.  the distance from the center of the lens to the focal point is focal length given by the lens makers
equation  ( and  are positive):V V" #

                         " " "
0 V Vœ Ð8  "ÑÐ  ÑÞ

" #
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g) Concave Lens  The three beams are refracted by the optically denser glass of the lens and are seen to be diverged from aÀ
point called the focal point.  The distance from the center of the lens to the focal point is focal length (considered negative)ß
given by the lens makers equation  ( and  are negative):V V" #

     " " "
0 V Vœ Ð8  "ÑÐ  ÑÞ

" #

Procedure:
1. To make a beam of light visible, a special type of "flashlight" is used; it produces a sharp beam of light which is focused
onto the surface of the table.

a) Reflection: Place a piece of paper on the surface of the table and tape the corners of the paper to the table.  Place the
mirror near the top half of the paper facing down the paper.  Draw a line along the edge of the mirror, so you know the
orientation of the mirror (in case you should accidental bump it during the experiment).  Now position the "flashlight" so that
the beam makes an angle with the mirror.  The beam will be visible on the sheet of paper.  Trace the beam from the flashlight
to the mirror and the reflected beam from the mirror onto the sheet of paper with a pencil.  Measure the angles  and  from) )" 2

the normal.  The two angles should be the same.

b) Refraction: Place the rectangular piece of transparent material on the sheet of paper in the lower half of the paper.
Position the flashlight so that the beam is approximately 45° to the left surface of the glass and the beam exits the glass on
the right side.  Trace the rectangle of the glass and the beam from the flashlight to the glass and the beam exiting from the
glass.   Remove the glass and draw the beam that was inside the glass from the point where it entered to the point where it
exited the glass.  Measure the angles the beam makes with the perpendicular at the point of entry.
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c) Prism: Set up the flashlight and the prism so as to produce a spectrum.  Rotate the prism to produce different angles of
incidence.  As you increase the angle of incidence, what happens to the angles of the spectrum exiting from the second
surface?

d) Concave Mirror:  Insert the slide with the three slits in front of the light souce, then adjust the light to make the three
beams parallel.  Trace the three beams from the flashlight to the mirror and then the reflected beams.  Do not forget to trace
the outline of the mirror.  Now measure the radius of the mirror and the focal length. The focal length should be equal to half
the radius.

e) Convex Mirror:  Trace the three beams from the flashlight to the mirror and then the reflected beams.  Do not forget to
trace the outline of the mirror.  Now measure the radius of the mirror and the focal length.

f) Convex lens:    Trace the three beams from the flashlight to the lens and then the refracted beams.  Do not forget to trace
the outline of the lens.  Now measure the radii of the lens and the focal length. Does this agree with the lensmakers equation?

g) Concave lens:    Trace the three beams from the flashlight to the lens and then the refracted beams.  Do not forget to trace
the outline of the lens.  Now measure the radii of the lens and the focal length. Does this agree with the lensmakers equation?

LENSES

An image is produced by a mirror or lens according to the following equation:    = a magnification given by" " "
f d d9 3

 A3>2

M = 23 3

9 9h d
dœ

1. Determine the focal length of a convex lens and a concave mirror by focusing a distant object onto the image card (use the
optical bench).   d  is approximately  10 meters. so that 1/d f d9 9 3¸ ! =9 >2+> ¸
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2. Measure the focal length of the lenses by measuring the object and image distances; calculate  using the lens equation.f
On the optical bench place the light source with the arrow on it at one end of the bench and a screen at a distance equal to
approximately 5X its focal length.  Place the lenses one at a time between the object and screen and move until a clear image
is obtained.  Measure the object to lens distance, the lens to image distance, the size of the object arrow and the size of the
image.

Repeat using the red convex lens and then a combination of red and blue with the red and blue in contact with each other.

Calculate the focal length of the concave lens from :    +    = 1 1
d d f

1
o i </. ,6?/

and      +    =    .1 1 1
f f fred blue comb

Data Tables

1. Measure f directly, by measuring the image distance for a very distant object.  (Optic bench)
 a. Mirror     f= ________-
                 % diff. _________

Lenses:  Measure f directly
 F = ___________  red
 F = ___________ green
 F = ___________ red-Blue                  +   =  1 1 1

F F Fred blue red-blue

2. Lens equation     1/d    +  1/d   =  1/fo i

 Use the light souce on the optic bench, measure d  , d , and use the lens equation to solve for3 9

 f   and then compare with the value obtained from the measurement of d  for a distant object-+6- 3

 h  is the length of the arrow on the light source.  h  is on the image card.9 3

                                             Magnification
 lens d (cm)  d  (cm) f  (cm) % diff h   (cm)  h  (cm) h /h d /d %
red
green
red+blue
blue /// /// /// /// /// //// ////

o i calc i o i o i o ?
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INTERFERENCE AND DIFFRACTION  

Introduction: Light is an electromagnetic wave.  The light emitted from a laser is monochromatic consisting of only one
wavelength and one frequency.  The light is also very coherent that is the sine wave appears to continuous for a large
distance.  Young's Double slit experiment shows conclusively that light is a wave.  In this experiment the beam of light is
divided into two beams exiting from the two slits separated by a distance d.   The two beams add together (superimpose on
each other) producing points where the waves reinforce each other creating large amplitudes and points where the positive of
one merges with the negative amplitude of the other to create a minimum amplitude.  Hence on the screen there will be
points of maxima (bright) and minima (dark) spots.  The interference pattern contains information about the two slits that
created the pattern.  By measuring the distance between successive minima in the double slit interference pattern, the
distance between the slits can be determined.  And for a single slit diffraction pattern measuring the distance between the
minimun will yield the width of the slit opening.

Preparation for the lab:  Read the textbook on interference and diffraction:  Read the article on Rosilind Franklin's
measurement of DNA diffraction.

Apparatus:    DRAW A SKETCH OF THE APPARATUS (USE A RULER)
 LASER SLITS SCREEN

Part I
Using the laser, direct the laser beam through the two slits and focus the pattern on the screen with a small piece of paper on
it.  Mark the dark lines on the sheet of paper.  Turn off the laser and measure the distance, y,  between the dark lines.?
Measure the distance, x, from the slits to the screen.  The wavelength of the HeNe laser is 632.8 nm.  the equation is  m  = d-

sin    or   = d ( ) . d 0.5mm) - ?y
x ¸

You should actually measure the distance between 4 or 5 dark lines and average the y.?
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
 double slit interference pattern

WAVELENGTH = __________ nm    Distance for ___ spaces = _______mm        y=______ mm?
distance of slits to screen = ___________ m
determine the value of distance between slits, d = _______ mm       % error = ___________

Part II
Direct the beam of the laser through the single slit of the glass slide.  The slit width is approximately 0.25 mm.  The
diffraction pattern is given by:  m  = a sin   where "a" is the slit width  and the sin  can be determined from sin  = y/x .- ) ) ) ?
? ?y is the distance between dark lines (note the first y is from the central maximum to the first dark line)
              |  |  |  |    |  |  |  |†
 single slit diffraction pattern

Width of central maximum = ________ mm 
size of apperature = _________mm      % error = ____________

Part III   Air wedge
Carefully clean two glass plates, first with water, then with a paper towel dipped in alcohol, and finally with the lens paper.

Place a strip 1 cm wide across the end of one glass plate and then place the other glass plate on top of the first.  Position the
sodium lamp over the glass plates and carefully count the number of dark lines in 2 cm length of the pattern.  Measure the
distance from the point of contact between the glass plates and the front edge of the aluminum foil strip.   The thickness of
the strip should be equal to:
      t = (N - 1)    where N =   n     where n is the number of dark lines in 2 cm length of the pattern.-

2 2cm
L †
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Part IV    thin straight wire
Babinet's principle states that the diffration pattern of an obstacle is the same as the diffration pattern of an aperture of the
same shape. Place a thin straight piece of wire in the beam and measure the diffraction pattern. Use toa (y/D) = m  -
determine the value of "a" which is the diameter of the wire.  Confirm this value by measuring the diameter using  a
micrometer caliper. Make a table for your data and results.
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A simplified version of Rosalind Franklin experiment which discovered the Helical Structure of
DNA.

This experiment is a reproduction of an experiment by G. Brown, D. Tierney, and H. Schmitzer
of Xavier University, published in the Physics Teacher, Vol. 49, march 2011.  You should read
their article which can be found on my backboard.

Procedure: Assemble the optical bench with a laser, two convex lenses, (f1 = 48 mm and
f2=252mm) and a spring as shown in the diagram below.  Place the laser at the end of the optical
bench then place the 48 mm lens approximately 5 cm in front of laser. then place the 252 mm lens
30.0 cm in front of the first lens.  Adjust the spacing (30 cm) so as to focus the beam to a spot on a
screen (piece of paper) placed 4 meters (approximately) from the second lens.  Now place the
spring which is magnetically attached to the holder 20 cm in front of second lens (f2).  Position the
spring so that it is in the beam and the diffration pattern is clear on the screen.

Measure the angle of the V shape pattern. which is  = 2  .) α
Measure the distance from the screen to the spring, D.
Use a pencil to record the dots of the diffraction pattern on the piece of paper (it should form an X
pattern with eight dots radiating from the central maximum). This should be almost a picture of
the pattern.
For the thickness of the wire, you should notice some dots are missing or very dim, this is the diffraction minima from a
single wire diffraction pattern.  Measure the distance, y2,  from the central maximum to the second minimum.  m2 = 2 ,  Use
a (y2/D) = (m2)   to find the diameter of the wire, "a"-

For the space between the wires, d, you will use the interference of two parallel wires, (youn's double slit).  Measure
the distance, y1, from the central maximum to the sixth maximum, (dot). (do not forget to include the missing dots
from the diffraction pattern in your count).    Use d (y1/D) = (m1)       where m1 = 6        Solve for d-

the Pitch , P = d/Cos   this can be seen in the following figure from The article by Brown et al.α

To find the Radius of the springcan be found from    = tan(90° )  Calculate the radius of the spring and2 R
P
1 α

compare to a direct measurement of the diameter using vernier calipers.
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ANALYSIS OF LIGHT USING A DIFFRACTION GRATING

Purpose: To determine the wavelengths of the different colors of light emitted by an element and to compare those
calculated with the standard values.

Apparatus: (sketch the apparatus)

   

    Figure 1.  The Spectroscope

Theory:
    When a tube filled with Hydrogen gas is connected across a high voltage, the gas is seen to glow with a purple light.
When the light is sent through a diffraction grating to separate out the different colors, the purple light is found to be
composed of several different colors (the color can be identified by the wavelength of the light).  The separate colors appear
as distinct lines which is called the spectrum.  Each element has its own set of wavelengths or spectrum.  So each element
can be identified by its spectrum; much like fingerprints.
    To explain the distinct set of lines each with a precise wavelength, Neils Bohr hypothesised the existence of electron orbits
in the atom.  In each orbit the electron would possess a different amount of energy; small amount in an orbit with a small
radius and an increasing amount of energy with increase in radius.
Draw a sketch of the hydrogen atom with six orbits.

    Figure 2.
 Possible orbits for an electron in an atom:   (a) lowest energy (ground state)    (b) excited state
  When an electron makes a transistion from an orbit with more energy to an orbit of lesser energy the excess energy is
released as a pulse of light called a photon.  The frequency of the light is directly related to the amount of energy released.
? / ? /E = h   where E = E   E   and h = 6.63 x 10  j sec  and  is frequency.initial final

34 †

Since   = c   c = 3 x 10  m/s (speed of light)    E = hc// - ? -8

So the wavelength of the light is inversely related to the energy released.

For the hydrogen atom, each orbit has an energy given by E  =   where n is the number of the orbit.n
13.6 eV

n #

In joules, E  = (13.6) (1.6x10 )/n .n
19 †  #

If the atom absorbs an amount of energy sufficient to raise the electron from the n=1 orbit to the n=4 orbit, then the electron
can make the following transistions back to the n=1 orbit (ground state) : a) #4  #3  then #3   #2  then #2   #1p p p
b) #4  #2  then #2  #1   c) #4  #3  then #3  #1    d) #4   #1p p p p p
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Each transition producing a precise wavelength of light.  Six different transitions were mentioned so six different
wavelengths would be produced.  Note however, only those making transitions to #2 produce visible light (  between 400-
nm and 700 nm) the others are either ultraviolet (  < 400 nm) or infrared (  > 700 nm)  which would be invisible to the- -
naked eye.
Calculate the energy for the first six energy states of Hydrogen.
*Determine the wavelengths for transitions from #6  #2, #5  #2,  #4  #2,  #3  #2.p p p p
*You should compare your experimental values with these theoretical values for .-

     A spectrometer is used to determine the value of each wavelength emitted by the gas within the tube.  The spectrometer
can use either a prism or a diffraction grating to separate a beam of light into is component colors.  You will use a diffraction
grating  it is simpler to use!  600 lines/mm so  d = 1x 10  m/600 -3

Mercury
color      angle d*sin                   % error) -

Hydrogen
color      angle d*sin                   % error) -

 A diffraction grating is a series of double slits.  The condition for constructive interference of two beams leaving the
double slit is m  = d Sin .  The equation governing the contructive interference from a diffraction grating is the same where- )
d is the distance between any pair of slits.  For example, if there are 600 slits per mm, then the distance, d = 1 x 10  m/ 600-$ .
For the first order, m = 1, each color of wavelength, , has a value of  where it is maximum.  So each color leaves the- )
grating at its own specific angle (see fig. 2).  If you measure the angle, you can determine the wavelength.

  Figure. 3
A beam of light passes through a diffraction grating and separates into its component colors.
The first order spectrum m = 1, second order m = 2 and the third order m = 3;  m=2 and m = 3 overlap.
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Procedure:
1. Align the beam of light from the slit through the grating and through the telescope.  The plastic marker on the base should
be aligned with the zero degree.  (this is usually done for you by the laboratory instructor).

2. Using the Mercury tube, measure the angle for each color of light moving the viewing telescope clockwise (as many as
you can see - sometimes you are not able to see the red).  Record the angle.  Then measure the angle when turning the
viewing telescope counter clockwise.  Find the average value of the angles.  The angles should be between 13° and 25° for
the first order.  The pattern will repeat again at larger angles for m  = 2 and m = 3.  You need do only m = 1.

3. Calculate the wavelength for each angle.  Compare (find the % difference) with the accepted values for mercury.
Violet  404.7 nm,  Blue  435.8 nm,  Green 546.1 nm,  Yellow 579.0 nm,  Red  690.7 nm

4. Repeat for the Hydrogen tube.

5. Repeat using the sodium lamp.
Blue  466.9 nm,  Green  498.3 nm , Green 514.9 nm , Green 515.3 nm, Green 568.8 nm, Yellow-orange 589.0 nm,
Yellow-orange 589.6 nm,  Orange 615.4  nm,  Orange 616.1 nm.

6. Compare your results to the theoretical values for the wavelengths.

7. Make a table of your data with results.
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  GEIGER COUNTER

Purpose: To investigate the detection of beta particles using a Geiger Counter.

Theory: A Geiger tube consists of a fine wire in the center of a tube and a cylinder centered around the wire (Figure 1).  The
tube is filled with a gas, and a voltage is maintained between the wire and the cylinder.  When a charged particle strikes the
gas in the cylinder, it ionizes the gas making the gas a conductor.  A surge of current flows in the circuit indicating the
presence of the charged particle.  After about one microsecond the gas returns to an insulator and the voltage returns to its
original value ready for the next particle.  The time during which the geiger counter is not ready for another particle is called
its .dead time

    
          Figure 1.

 All three forms of radiation:
  Alpha particles (helium nuclei:  charge = + 3.2 x 10  coul.  mass    = 6.64 x 10  kg.-19 -27

          rge =  1.6 x 10 coul.  mass    = 9.1 x 10  kg. Beta particles (electrons: cha   -19 -31

     gnetic waves : no charge & no mass) Gamma Rays (electroma
are capable of ionizing gas.  The beta particles are especially efficient at ionizing the gas.  So the geiger counter is used
primarily for counting beta and alpha particles.

 
The geiger tube requires the voltage in order for it to operate.  If you slowly increase the voltage from zero,  there will be
zero counts until you reach a minimum voltage called the .  The geiger tube will increase in its ability tothreshold voltage
detect particles as the voltage is increased until it reaches a plateau where an increase in the voltage will not significantly
increase the number of counts.
Procedure:
* Place a beta source on a tray on the second shelf of the geiger tube stand.
* Set the voltage (course and fine) to zero.  Set the preset count interval to 1 minute.
* Press the power (on) button.
* Press the reset button (display should show zeros).
* Press the count button. This can be measured by placing a beta source below the geiger tube and increase the voltage

until the counter starts counting.  (this is threshold
voltage- record this value).
*Increase the voltage in 20 volt increments for a total
of 100 volts above threshold.
*Increase the voltage in 60 volt increments until you
reach 700 volts.
*Plot the counts per minute  vs. the voltage.

slowly 
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Part II   Inverse Square Law:

The counts/min  should decrease as 1/R  as the source is moved from the detector.#

Procedure:
* Place the geiger tube horizontal; place a ruler with a groove down the middle parallel to the geiger tube so that the sample,
when placed on the ruler, will be centered in front of the geiger tube window.
* Set the geiger tube at 600 volts.  Set the preset count to 0.5 min.
* Start at 2 cm and count the radioactivity.
* Increase the distance in 2cm increments until 16 cm.
* Plot the Counts/.5min   vs. 1/R ; you should obtain a straight line.#

* Turn the voltage to zero then turn off the geiger counter.

Inverse Square relationship of Intensity of Radiation
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Part III.     Absorption of Beta Particles

Beta particles are removed from the beam as they are absorbed by the material.  The amount absorbed is proportial to the
intensity and the thickness of the material:   where  is the proportionality factor, .M M .B 9< .M œ  M .Bα . .
called the linear absorption coefficient.   Solving this equation yields an exponential dependence on the distance, x.
 I = I    Hence, taking the natural log of both sides:  Ln(I/I ) =  x.9 9

 B/ . .
The linear coefficient of absorption depends on the energy of the incident radiation and the nature of the absorbing material.
The product must be dimensionless.   To avoid the dependence on the difference in density of different materials, the.B
product  is often written as:  ( / ) (  x)   or      (  x) where  is called the mass absorption coefficient; and the. . 3 3 . 3 .B 7 7

absorber thickness (  x) has units  mass/cm .3 #

Set up the geiger tube and counter as in Part I and place an absorbing sheet of plastic over the sample in the holder.  Measure
the counts/30 sec for each of the plastic absorbing sheets of different thickness.

disk counts/30sec ln(I/Io)
10 mg/cm^2
20
49
73
151
305
610

Linear Absorption of Beta particles
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   HALF LIFE OF   Ba137 m

Purpose: To determine the halflife of a radioactive isotope. Ba  has a half life of 2.552 minutes.137 m

Apparatus:

Theory: Cs  decays to Ba  (the m stands for metastable state) by emitting a beta particle.  The Ba  then decays to a137 137 m 137 m

stable form of Ba with the emission of a gamma ray with an energy of 662 keV.  A scintillation counter is used to detect the
gamma rays.  The number of nuclei that decay in any given minute depends on the number of radioactive nuclei present in
the sample.  As the number of radioactive nuclei decreases due to the radiactive decay process, the decay rate (counts per
minute) decreases.  (Decay Rate=Activity) R   N  where  is the decay constant and œ - - N is the number of nuclei still
radioactive.
The decay rate, R     N.œ  œdN

dt -

  Solving this equation yields  N = N  e     or   R  =  R e .o o
- t - t- -

Taking the natural logaritm of both sides:  Ln R   t  Ln N   which is a linear equationœ  - o

with Ln R (y-axis) and t (x-axis) where .  is the slope -

The half life can be found from    T       .œ œLn 2 .693
- -

Procedure:
* Turn on the Apple computer, use the multichannel analyzer disk.
* Boot-up the Apple.
* Power on (gently pull the lever outward then switch the power on).
* Wait 45 sec then turn on the high voltage.
* Place the - ray source ( Cs  red disk) on a tray below the detector.# 137

* Press " "; the computer should start collecting data.  The display is a histogram, where the number of -rays with anA #
energy  E  .5 keV is plotted vertically and the energy horizontally.„
* When the display appears similiar to Figure 2,  press "D" which stops the collection of data.
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 CHL 000 CI 000 PT 000
 KEV: GI 000  TR 000

    Figure 2.

* Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the beginning of the 662 keV peak (see Fig. 2)
* Press "R" (Region Of Interest) ; look to the right of the graph - the ROI should say "ON" then press the space bar, move
the cursor to the right of the peak and press the "R"  the ROI should say "SET"  then press the space bar again.
* Below the graph in the middle of the screen the total number of counts within the peak is displayed GI =______.
* Press " " to set the time,  type  and " ".T Enter20
* Hold down the " " key while pressing the " " key to clear the screen.Control C   
* Press " " - It should count for 20 sec and stop.A
* " "Control-C

* * Remove the calibrated sample (red disk) from under the detector.
* The instructor will now give you a sample of Ba , by dissolving the Ba in HCl acid ( the Cs does not dissolve).137 m

* Press "A" and start your stop watch.
* When the 20 sec are up, write down the total number of counts and clear the screen with "control-c".
* At 30 sec on the stopwatch, press "A" for a new count.   Repeat at 60 sec, 90 sec, etc.
* Continue until the count is less than 1/20 of the first count.

** Turn off the High Voltage.
* Turn off the power on the Analyser
*Turn off the Apple computer
* Calculate Ln R.   You may wish to use Excel on the IBM PCs.
* Plot Ln R vs. time.
*  Find the slope, from the slope determine ,  from  find the halflife of Ba.- -
* Calculate the % error.

 Time  Counts Time ln (counts)
start end (20 sec)  
0 - 20  10  
30 - 50  40  
60 - 80  70                        
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